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THE PROCEEDING
1 IThis proceeding-- was instituted by an order of the Commission

2 I
dated December 21, 1971 ("Order"),- pursuant to Sections lS(b), lSA

and 19(a)(3) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Section 203(e)

of the Investment Advisors Act of 1940 against six corporate and six

individual respondentsJL1 to determine whether respondents wilfully

violated or wilfully aided and abetted violations of the antifraud

provisions of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Actll) ,

Section lO(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Actll)

1-1 The Commission made the proceeding, initially designated private,
a public proceeding by its order of January 16, 1973, at the
request of the Seattle Post Inte11igencer, in view of the substan-
tial interest of the people of the State of Washington in the
proceeding.

~I The Order was amended by the Commission by order of October 20,
1972, to add charges of failing reasonably to su~se against the
broker-dealer respondents, and was further amended at the out-
set of the hearing for technical reasons by stipulation of the
parties approved by the Administrative Law Judge on January 8,
1973 (see Exhibit ALJ No.1). A compilation of the original Order
as modified by these two amendments appears as Exhibit ALJ No.2.

~I This initial decision has application only to the four respondents
named in the caption, the other respondents having made settle-
ments with the Commission (see Commission releases 34-9921; 34-9979;
34-10120; 34-10406). However, since the violations respecting
Respondent Pitt involve respondents who have settled out, there
will necessarily be some mention of such respondents in this
decision.

-
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4 1snd Rule 10b-5 thereunder,-- and of Section 206(4) of the Investment
5 1Advisors Act of 1940 ("Advisors Act") and Rule 206(4)-1 thereunder,--

whether they committed various a11eged,re1ated record-keeping violations,

whether certain respondents failed reasonably to supervise, and the

remedial action, if any, that might be appropriate in the public interest.

The charges arise out of an allegedly fraudulent and deceitful practice

under which Respondent broker-dealers and their agents during the period

from about September 1965 to about October 1969 (the "relevant period")

allocated to Respondent Roy A. Pitt, Jr. ("Pitt"), then Executive

Secretary of the State Finance Committee of the State of Washington

("SFC"), "hot" new issues of stock and gave him other" substantia 1

benefits" in connection with the receipt by such broker-dealer respondents

of "substantial business" in the form of securities transactions

transacted through them by Pitt on behalf of various funds administered

for agencies of the State of Washington by the SFC.

~I 15 USC 77q(a); 15 USC 78j(b); 17 CFR 240.10b-5. Rule 10b-5 provides
as follows:

Rule 10b-5. Employment of Manipulative and Deceptive Devices.
It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly,

by use of any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce,
or of the mails, or of any facility of any national securities
exchange

(1) to employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud,
(2) to make any untrue statement of a material fact or to

omit to state a material fact necessary in order to
make the statements made, in the light of the circum-
stances under which they were made, not misleading, or

(3) to engage in any act, practice, or course of business
which operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit
upon any person,

in connection with the purchase or sale of any security.

1-1 Division counsel during the course of the hearing indicated it would
present no evidence in support of the charges of violations of Section
206(4) of the Investment Advisors Act or of Rule 206(4)-1 thereunder,
thereby, in effect, abandoning such charges; there being no evidence
in the record to support findings of violations of such provisions
those charges are hereby dismissed.
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This initial decision has application only to the four

respondents named in the caption, the other respondents having made
6 1settlements.-

The evidentiary hearing was held in Seattle, Washington, from

January 8 to January 19, 1973. All parties have been represented by

counsel throughout the proceeding.

The parties have filed proposed findings of fact, conclusions
7 Iof law, and supporting briefs- pursuant to Rule 16 of the Commission's

Rules of Practice, 17 CFR 201.16. Because of the novelty and complexity

of the issues presented, oral argument was ordered and held on April 18,

1974, in Seattle, Washington, on motion of Respondents Black & Company,

Inc. and Lawrence S. Black.

The findings and conclusions herein are based upon the record

and upon observation of the demeanor of the various witnesses. Prepon-

derance of the evidence is the standard of proof applied.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND LAW

The Respondents

Respondent Roy A. Pitt, Jr. ("Pitt"), 48, took up'employment

in the securities industry in 1941 and except for an interruption of

about 2 years for military service during World War II was continuously

employed in the industry until October, 1960. During those years Pitt

fLl See footnote 3 above.

1-1 Respondents Black & Company, Inc. and Lawrence S. Black filed a reply
brief dated 3-15-74 to the Division's reply brief and Respondent R.W.
Pressprich & Co., Inc. filed a 4 page letter dated 3-14-74 in lieu of
a reply brief. While neither the March 15th reply brief nor the March
14th letter was called for under the briefing schedule established at
the post-hearing procedures, the arguments and points made in both
have been given full consideration.
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acquired extensive experience respecting corporate and municipal bond

transactions, including experience as branch manager of a broker-dealer

firm that dealt primarily in the purchase and sale of such securities.

In October of 1960 Pitt was appointed Executive Secretary of the

State Finance Committee of the State of Washington ("SFC"). The SFC

is a committee established under laws of the State of Washington to

provide supervision over the investment and management of monies belong-

ing to a dozen or more state funds (lithefunds"), e.g. the Teachers

Retirement Fund and the State Patrol Retirement Fund. The monies of

the funds were invested in various securities, principally corporate,
8 I

government and municipal debt securities.--

During the relevant period (September, 1965 through October, 1969)

the membership of the SFC comprised the Governor, the Lt. Governor,

and the State Treasurer, the last of whom served ex officio as chairman.

The SFC met infrequently and left the day to day operations of the SFC

and supervision of its small staff in Olympia, Washington, to Pitt.

It is uncontested, and the record establishes, that during the

relevant period Pitt had absolute discretion (subject to state law

specifying the classes of securities that could be purchased for the

funds) to decide what purchases and sales of securities to make for the

funds, the amount of and timing of such purchases and sales, and the

broker-dealer through whom he would execute transactions on behalf
9 Iof the SFC.-

.Ji.! Within the relevant period statutory changes respecting some of the
funds authorized investment in a broader range of securities, thus
enabling the SFC and Pitt to endeavor to increase the investment yield
for such funds.

.iLl It was Pitt's general practice to personally decide what securities to
purchase or sell for the funds and to personally place the orders with
the various broker-dealers with whom he dealt, although on occasion he
would delegate follow-up details to his assistant, Charlotte Wheat.
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During the relevant period Pitt made annual purchases and sales

of securities in the range of some $742 million to $1 billion for

the SFC, and by the end of the period the total current book value of

the investments administered by Pitt and the SFC for the funds had come

to exceed $1 billion. Since the SFC account was a major institutional

account in the Pacific Northwest, Pitt had numerous contacts, both in

person and by phone, with representatives of numerous broker-dealers

competing vigorously to do business with the SFC.

In August of 1969 Pitt resigned his position as Executive

Secretary of the SFC after becoming the subject of intensely adverse

newsmedia publicity concerning his purported personal securities

transactions and other matters during the relevant period. It appears

that this publ~c inquiry was triggered by the complaints of local

Washington State broker-dealers who objected to the volume of SFC trans-

actions that was going to out-of-state broker dealers.

Respondent Bleck and Company, Inc. ("Black Company") is a broker-
10/dealer with principal offices in Portland, Oregon-,-that has been

registered as a broker-dealer with the Commission since 1959. It is

a member of the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE") and other national
11/stock exchanges-- and of the National Association of Securities Dealers,

Inc. ("NASD"). During the relevant period Black Company employed

approximately 50 to 150 persons and generated gross income of from $1

to $5 million annually. Black Company is the only Oregon-headquartered

10/ During all or portions of the relevant period Black Company also had
offices in New York and San Francisco and a research unit in Philadelphia

11/ During all or portions of the relevant period Black Company was an
associate member of the American Stock Exchange and a member of the
Pacific Coast and Midwest Stock Exchanges.
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NYSE member firm and of all Oregon-headquartered firms it has the

highest volume of corporate financings and underwritings.

During the relevant period the SFC made total securities

pu~chases of somewhat over $1,600,000 from Black Company, on which

the firm realized approximately $10,000 in gross commissions.

Respondent Lawrence S. Black ("Black") has been in the

securities industry for over 22 years, commencing in 1952 with Foster

& Marshall, a NYSE member, then with Dominick & Dominick in New York,

N.Y. during 1954-1957, and later, from 1957 to 1959, as manager of the

bond department of Foster and Marshall in Portland, Oregon, before

founding Black Company in 1959. Black continued to own over 50% of the

stock of Black Company and to act as its president and chief executive

officer through 1969.

The business Pitt did with Black Company during the relevant

period on behalf of SFC was done exclusively through Black, who was

fully aware throughout this period of Pitt's official position, responsi-

.bilities, and authority.
R.W. Pressprich & Co., Inc. ("Pressprich") is a corporation

which has been registered with the Commission as a broker-dealer since

April 26, 1968. Its principal offices are in New York, N.Y., and it

has a branch office in Portland, Oregon, which figures in the trans-

actions involved in this proceeding. Pressprich, as a corporation,

succeeded on March 1, 1968 to the business of R.W. Pressprich & Co.
12/

(IIPressprich")-,-a partnership, which had been registered as a broker-

12/ The corporation and the partnership are both referred to herein as
"Pressprich", and the particular entity to which reference is made will
depend upon the date or time involved.
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dealer with the Commission from September 21, 1940 to October 25, 1970.

The stockholders, directors, and principal officers of the Pressprich

corporation upon its formation were to a substantial extent persons

who were general partners of the Pressprich partnership. Pressprich

is a member of the NASD, the NYSE, and other national securities

exchanges.

During the relevant period Pitt,on behalf of SFC,had purchase

and sale transactions with Pressprich totalling somewhat over $17,740,000.

During that period the SFC was one of the larger accounts in Pressprich I s

Portland office.

Violations by Pitt

The thrust of the allegations against Pitt is that during the

relevant period (September 1965 through about October, 1969) Pitt, by

use of jurisdictional means, engaged in various acts, practices, and a

course of conduct that violated the antifraud provisions of Section 17(a)

of the Securities Act and of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Ac~ and Rule

10b-5 thereunder (1) by his acceptance of "substantial benefits" for.

his personal use and benefit from six respondent broker-dealers or their

representatives, which broker-dealers during that period were given
131substantial SFC business--by Pitt and (2) by his failure to disclose to

13/ Besides Black Company and Pressprich, the amounts of whose official
business with SFC have already been stated above, the four broker-
dealer firms who have made settlements with the Commission in this
proceeding transacted securities business with the SFC during the
relevant period in the following amounts: over $3,600,000; over
$4,000,000; over $17,000,000; and over $80,500,000. It is concluded
that all of these amounts, including those for Black Company and
Pressprich, represented "substantial" amounts of securities purchase
and sale transactions by SFC with the broker-dealer firms within the
meaning of the allegation in the Order.

During the relevant period Pitt dealt with an estimated 200 to 250
salesmen representing some 75 to 90 broker-dealer firms in connection
with SFC business.
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SFC as representatives of the beneficiary owners of the Funds administered

by SFC the fact that he was receiving for his personal use and benefit

such "substantial benefits".

The record establishes that during the relevant period while

ma~aging fund portfolios for the SFC Pitt engaged in the purchase and

sale of securities for his own benefit through a checking account at the

Seattle Trust and Savings Bank ("Seattle Trust" or "the Bank"). The
14/

checking account was in the name of his wife, Jeanne M. Pitt-,-but it

is undisputed that all securities transactions conducted through the
12/account were ordered and directed not by his wife but by Pitt. By

September, 1965, Pitt had arranged a procedure with officers of Seattle
16/

Trust under which Pitt would order a new issue of a security through a
17/

representative of a broker-dealer and have such firm charge the transaction

141 There appears to be some confusion in the Seattle Trust records as
to the designation of the account. For a given period the customer's
ledger lists both Pitt and his wife, for another period only Mrs. Pitt,
and for still another period only Pitt. This confusion probably resulted
from the fact that although the account was formally that of Mrs. Pitt
the bank's directions respecting transactions therein came only from
Pitt and confirmations and statements relative to the account were
mailed to Pitt in care of the SFC.

15/ Pitt regarded both himself and his wife as beneficial owners of the
account on the basis that Washington is a community-property state.
Since Pitt had de facto control of the account and at least part
ownership therein, the account is treated herein as his account.

16/ With only one exception, all stocks purchased by Pitt in the described
manner were new issues.

11/ The broker-dealers from whom Pitt purchased securities through
Seattle Trust included five of the six broker-dealers named as
respondents in this proceeding and two broker dealers, from whom
single purchases were made, who were not so named.
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to an account carried in the name of Seattle Trust, and confirm the purchase

of the security and deliver the security to Seattle Trust without dis-

closing on the confirmation that the purchase was for Pitt.

As a general practice, after Pitt ordered the purchase of a new

issue from a broker-dealer he would telephone the officers of Seattle
18/

Trust to advise them he had done so and that the confirmation and the

security from the broker-dealer would be arriving at Seattle Trust in

due course, after which the Bank, in accordance with pre-established

understandings, would receive the broker-dealer's confirmation, accept

delivery of the stock and pay for it when received, and thereafter debit
19/ 20/

Pitt's checking or loan account for the purchase price-.-

When Pitt desired to sell a security he had thus purchased through

the Seattle Trust account he would call the Bank and instruct its

officers or employees to sell the security. The Bank would exercise its

own discretion in choosing a broker-dealer through which the security

would be sold, and in no instance was anyone of Pitt's securities sold

through the broker-dealer from whom he had purchased it. At the time

Pitt "Would give Seattle Trust personnel "sell" instructions he would

18/ The officer or officers he dealt with at the Bank were not trust
department officers but investment-department officers with whom he
transacted official business on behalf of the SFC. Pitt's was the only
individual account that was handled by the Investment Department of
the Bank.

19/ In March of 1969 Pitt obtained a line-of-credit from Seattle Trust
in the amount of $15,000 to use in the financing of securities pur-
chases. ~nterest was paid by Pitt to the extent that the line of
credit was drawn upon. The line-of-credit "'loan" was secured by the
deposit of securities.

20/ In the numerous cases in which Pitt gave the Bank instructions to sell
the stock in the same converstation in which he advised them he had
purchased it, or a day or so later, it appears that the Bank deferred
debiting and crediting Pitt's account until the stock was received from
the selling broker and, presumably the same day,delivered out to the
broker-dealer who had purchased from Pitt.
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generally tell them what price he expected it would sell for and what,

in his view, the market conditions were. On a number of occasions

Pitt instructed Seattle Trust personnel to sell the security in the

same conversation in which he advised them that the security had been

pu~chased and would be arriving from a particular broker-dealer.

The arrangement Pitt had with Seattle Trust was of benefit to

Pitt in terms of financing his purchases of new issues since he was

thus able to take advantage of the fact that the Bank was not required

to pay for the securities until they were actually delivered to the

Bank, whereas Pitt as an individual would have had to pay for the
21/

stock within 7 days of the time he purchased it. This factor was of

particular significance as respects new issues since there is frequently

a considerable delay before the new issue is delivered, because frequently

larger stock certificates must be broken-down into certificates reflecting

the numbers' of shares purchased by individual purchasers. Thus, as to

those new issues that Pitt sold when he purchased them or at any time

before the shares he purchased were delivered to the Bank, he was able

to realize a profit without ever having advanced any of his own funds.
22/

During the relevant period Pitt made 24 purchases and related sales

of securities through his account at Seattle Trust. All of these

purchases (usually not over 100 shares), with the exception of Hillhaven,

Inc., were purchases of new issues. Of the 23 new issues, Pitt sold 5

21/ Additional benefits resulting to Pitt from handling these transactions
through Seattle Trust were the lack of any service charge, (limited)
free-overdraft privileges, lack of any commission charge by the Bank
on the transactions, and ease of handling.

22/ One security was sold otherwise than through Seattle Trust.
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23/

on the same day they were purchased or the next daY-and sold an additional
24/8 issues within 14 days of the respective dates of purchas~

Pitt's total purchases of new issues through Seattle Trust during

the relevant period totaled approximately $47,000, on which he realized

a profit,in excess of $8,000, with each issue showing a substantial

profit except a 1969 purchase of Integrated Containers, on which Pitt

lost $1,293.75 after holding the stock 224 days.

After Pitt resigned as Executive Secretary of the SFC in August,

1969, his line-of-cr~t loan account at Seattle Trust was closed out
25/

and Pitt thereafter purchased no additional new issues of stock:

During the relevant period, in May, 1967, Pitt also purchased

427 shares of Hillhaven (not a new issue) at a reduced price of $5

per share from one of the broker-dealers who has settled-out in this

proceeding, and from whom Pitt purchased no other stock. On the same

day he bought Hillhaven, Pitt sold 150 of the shares at $14.50, thus

realizing enough to finance the purchase of the entire 427 shares, and

a year later sold the remaining 277 shares at $32.00 a share for

additional gain. From the president of this same broker-dealer Pitt

also received a $1,000 fee for the preparation of a 3 page list of

institutional investors in the Midwest familiar to Pitt. The data

contained in the list were available from other published sources

23/ It seems probable that securities sold on the next day were actually
ordered to be sold by Pitt on the same day the securities were delivered
to the Bank and that there was simply a delay in executing the sale.

24/ While these figures include purchases fTom Black Company and Pressprich,
more specific and detailed findings will be made below regarding these
respondents in sections of this decision treating their involvement.

25/ Apart from brief employment with Black Company to assist them with
a short-range matter, Pitt was not successful in getting employment
in the securities industry after leaving the SFC.
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and the $1000 fee was far in excess of its true worth.

From still another broker-dealer who settled out in this proceeding

Pitt purchased no new issues, but did accept gifts and gratuities in various

forms. In February, 1968, the resident partner of the San Francisco

Office of this New York broker dealer ("resident partner') loaned

$400 to Pitt to enable him to maintain the required amount of collateral

in his margin account at the San Francisco office of this broker dealer.
26/

Pitt was not required to repay this loan in full. On July 9, 1968

the resident partner gave Pitt a check for $100 for a purpose she could

not later clearly rec~ll and on November 18, 1968, she again "loaned"

Pitt $500 which she did not require him to repay. From November 30 to

December 5, 1968, Pitt attended the Investment Bankers Association

("!BA") Convention in Miami, Florida, this broker-dealer having paid his

round-trip air fare and also his hotel expenses, though the broker

dealer had never previously paid similar expenses for anyone in Pitt's

general situation.

The United States mails and interstate telephone systems were

.utilized extensively by Pitt and others concerned in transacting the

SFC securities business with the broker-dealers named as respondents in

this proceeding, and such facilities were also employed in connection

with the securities transactions mentioned above that were for Pitt's

personal use and benefit.
During all or substantially all of the relevant period Pitt, as an

officer and official of the State of Washington, was subject to the

provisions of Chapters 21 and 22 of Title 42 of the Revised Code of

26/ Either $150 or $250 of this loan was repaid, but no part of the
subsequent "loans" was repaid.
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Washington (42.21.010-42.21.090; 42.22.010-42.22.120). For convenience,

these provisions, in the annotated form, are attached hereto as
27/

Appendix A.

Section 42.21.010 of the Revised Code of Washington states the

"Declaration of necessity and purpos~' of title 42, Chapter 21 entitled

"CODE OF ETHICS FOR PUBLIC OFFICIALS", and Section 42.21.030 sets

forth certain "Prohibited Practices", in the following terms:

42.21.010 Declaration of necessity and purpose.
It is declared that high moral and ethical standards
among public officials are essential to the conduct
of free government; that a code of ethics for the
guidance of public officials is necessary to pre-
vent conflicts of interest in public office, im-
prove standards of public service, and promote and
strengthen the faith and confidence of the people
of the state of Washington in their public officials.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965 ch 150 § 1 P 224.

* * *
42.21.030 Prohibited practices--Using position to secure
special privileges or exemptions. No public
official shall use his position to secure special
privileges or exemptions for himself, his spouse,
child, parents or other persons standing in the
first degree of relationship.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965 ch 150 § 3 P 2245.

In similar vein, Sections 42.22.010, 42.22.030 and 42.22.040

of Title 42, Chapter 22, entitled "CODE OF ETHICS FOR PUBLIC OFFICERS AND

27/ The Division also contends that paragraph (1) of Section 42.20.010,
also set forth in Appendix A, applied to Pitt's conduct as charged in
this proceeding. It is concluded that this contention is not well
founded for the reason that Pitt did not accept a gratuity or reward
"for omitting or deferring the performance of any official duty"
(emphasis added) but rather in connection with performing such
official duty.
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EMPLOYEES". provide in pertinent part as follows:

42.22.010 Declaration of necessity and purpose.
It is declared that the high moral and ethical
standards among the public servants are essential
to the conduct of free government; that a code
of ethics for the guidance of public officers
and employees is necessary in order to eliminate
conflicts of interest in public office, improve
standards of public service, and promote and
strengthen the faith and confidence of the people
of Washington in their government.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1959 ch 320 § 1 p 1555.

* * *
42.22.030 Activities in conflict with discharge
of duties prohibited. No officer or employee of
a state agency or legislative employee shall have
any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or
indirect, or shall engage in any business or trans-
action or professional activity, or shall incur
any obligation of any nature, which is in conflict
with the proper discharge of his duties in the
public interest.

* * *
42.22.040 Prohibited practices enumerated--
Agency code of ethics. No officer or employee
of a state agency, legislative employee, or
other public officer shall use his position to
secure special privileges or exemptions for
himself or others.

* * *
(2) No officer or employee of a state agency,

or other public officer shall, directly or in-
directly, give or receive or agree to receive
any compensation, gift, reward, or gratuity from
any source except the state of Washington, its
political subdivisions, or employing municipal
government, for any matter connected with or
related to his services as such an officer or
employee unless otherwise provided for by law.
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Pitt was subject to the provisions of the Codes of Ethics

prescribed by Title 42, Chapters 21 and 22, of the Revised Code of

Washington. In 1967 and 1969 he filed with the Secretary of State

the written statement required of public officials under Section
28/42.21.060 concerning specified private interests-.-

29/
Acceptance by Pitt of the unrepaid "loans" was in clear violation

of these statutory provisions, since the record as a whole makes it

clear that the "loans"were extended to Pitt because of his status as

Executive Secretary to the SFC and in connection with the SFC's doing
30/of business with the particular broker-dealer. Testimony that the

"loans" were prompted by friendship is not credited; in any event, even

if believed, such fact would be irrelevant since the Washington State

statutes flatly prohibit acceptance of such a gift or favor by a man

in Pitt's position in these circumstances.

Acceptance by Pitt of the air fare and hotel expenses in connection

with his attendance at a meeting of the IBA in Miami, Florida, presents

a closer question since as to that the record shows that at least one

28/ Pitt filed no statement in 1968 because, he testified, he had or held
nothing that had to be declared that year. Parenthetically, the
statement required by this provision would not call for Pitt's
disclosure of his receipt of "hot" new issues or of gifts in the form
of "loans" not expected to be repaid, or of the "discounted price
paid in his purchase of Hillhaven stock.

29/ See note 77 below.

30/ The same is true of his "discounted" purchase of Hillhaven stock
and his receipt of $1,000 for a list of broker-dealers that was
in fact worth much less.
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member of the SFC, the State Treasurer, was aware that such expenses

were being paid for Pitt by the broker-dealer, and more importantly,

it would appear that the benefits of attendance at such meeting

inured primarily to the SFC rather than to Pitt. As the State Treasurer

testified, the SFC would probably have approved and paid for Pitt's

attendance at such a meeting, and, indeed, Pitt could have authorized

his own travel expenses in connection therewith. In view of these

factors, it is concluded that acceptance by Pitt of the Miami-Trip

expenses is not established as violative of the statutory code-of-ethics

provisions nor of the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and

the Exchange Act.

On the other hand, acceptance by Pitt of allocations of new

issues, at least to the extent that they involved "hot" issues, clearly

violated the statutory codes-of-ethics. A "hot issue" is generally

understood in the industry to refer to a new issue of a security that

immediately or rapidly rises to a premium after it becomes available for
311trading in the secondary market-.- Hot issues rise to a premium because

they have been oversubscribed, i.e. interest in the issue exceeded the

available supply of the stock. From the expressions of interest in the

stock before registration of it becomes effective, it is possible for

the broker-dealers participating in the distribution of the new issue

to predict with considerable accuracy whether the new issue will become

a "hot" stock, or, in the language of the Order, whether the stock could

1!1 See Report of the Special Study of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, H.R. Doc. No. 95, Pt. 1, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. pp. 514-
518 (1963).
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be allocated or purchased " ••• with the expectation that the price

would rise to a premium subsequent to the effective date of the

offerings "
Of the 23 new issues purchased by Pitt during the relevant period

32/at least. 17 are established by the record as having been hot issueS:

In 13 of the 17 hot issues, Pitt either did realize, or could have

realized, a substantial profit by selling the issue on the same day

he purchased it (i.e. the stock's effective date) or the day after,

since the securities immediately sold at a substantial premium. In

another 4 cases Pitt realized substantial profits by selling the issues
33/6, 8, 8, and 14, days, respectively, after purchas~

By definition and by their nature hot new issues are in the nature

of a "sure thing' for the individual interested in a quick in-and-out

profit. As soon as the stock has risen to a premium it is sold for a

substantial profit. As already noted, Pitt in a number of cases sold

the stock on the same day on which he purchased it, or the next day,

whereas he didn't have to pay for the stock until it was delivered to

Seattle Trust by the selling broker-dealer. While in other cases Pitt

chose to hold some issues longer, presumably in the hope of maximizing

his profits, the fact is that with respect to each hot issue he was in

32/ The 10 hot issues purchased from Black Company and the one hot
issue purchased from Pressprich are treated below in greater detail
in the sections of this decision that consider the alleged violations
of those two respondents and Black.

33/ All, or some, of the remainder of the 23 new issues purchased by Pitt
may also have been "hot" issues, as an examination of the National
Quotation Bureau Inc.' s "pink sheets" might disclose. Such an examina-
tion has not been made, however, for new issues other than those
purchased from Black Company and Pressprich. See footnote 47 below.

• 
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a position to realize an immediate and substantial profit without

having advanced any capital of his own.

In personally accepting allocations of hot new issues of stock

from broker-dealers with whom he was conducting official business on

behalf of SFC and the State Funds administered by SFC, it is abundantly

clear that Pitt utilized his official position as Executive Secretary

of the SFC to obtain special privileges for himself and that in so

doing he also accepted, directly or indirectly, "compensation" or a

"gift, reward, or gratuity' from sources other than the State of

Washington within the meaning of the statutory prohibitions of the

State of Washington set forth above. Further, acceptance of such a1loca-

tions of hot issues involved Pitt in transactions and professional

activity which placed him in conflict with the proper discharge of his

duties in the public interestwithinthe meaning of Section 42.22.030 of the

Revised Code of Washington by placing Pitt into a conflict-of-interests

position.

The Washington-State statutes flatly prohibit an official's

acceptance of compensation, gifts, rewards, or gratuities, his obtaining

of special privileges, or his placing himself into a conflict-of-interests

situation in connection with his official duties. The statutes do not

go further to require a showing that Pitt accepted such privileges,

gifts, rewards, gratuities, or compensation as a quid pro guo for directing
34/

business to the respective broker-dea1ers-.-

34/ Cf. United States v. Deutsch, 451 R 2d 98, (C.A. 2d 1971) at pp. 112,
113, cert. den. Jan. 10, 1972; Cf. Imperial Financial Services, Inc.,
42 SEC 717, 727-8 (1965).
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In addition to being subject to the above-quoted statutory prohi-

bitions of the State of Washington upon receipt, directly or in-

directly, of any compensation, gift, reward, or gratuity. other than

that provided by the State, and to the strictures that he not use his

official position to obtain any special privileges for himself or his

family and that he not engage in any transaction or activity on his own

behalf that would conflict with the proper discharge of his public

duties, Pitt, as an agent of the SFC, his principal, which had invested

Pitt with broad discretion and authority in dealfng on behalf of SFC,

owed a fiduciary duty to the SFC and the State Funds managed by the
35/

SFC that Pitt violated. Thus, among Pitt's obligations as a fiduciary

he had a duty to account to his principal, the SFC, for any profits
36/(including gratuities) inuring to him out of his employment-,- the duty

37/not to act adversely to the interests of the SFC without its consen~

and the duty to deal fairly with the SFC in all transactions between them

and to disclose to the SFC all relevant and material facts fully and
38/completely-:-

35/ Restatement of the Law, Agency 2d, § 13.

36/ Id.,§ § 13,387,388. Comment b. under § 388 treats of gratuities to
agents and states they may be retained by the agent if an agreement
is found in custom or otherwise. With tre possible'exception of the
Miami-Trip expenses, no agreement can be found here, for the SFC was
completely unaware of Pitt's acceptance of other gratuities.

37/ Id.,§ § 13,389,390.

38/ Id.,§ § 13,381,390. Comment d. under § 381 (Duty to Give Information)
states that if an agent has interests adverse to the principal as to
matters within the scope of the agency he must reveal such facts to the
principal. Comment a. under § 390 (acting as Adverse Party with Princi-
pal's Consent) states that in such situations the agent must " ... dis-
close to the principal all relevant facts fully and completely. A fact
is relevant if it is one which the agent should realize would be likely
to affect the judgment of the principal in giving his consent to the
agent . . .II•
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The acceptance by Pitt of the allocations of hot new issues and his

acceptance of unrepaid "loans" etc. was never disclosed by Pitt to the

SFC, and the SFC was not otherwise aware of his receipt of these

gratuities, until the entire practice was exposed and came under scrutiny

an~ criticism in 1969 prior to Pitt's resignation under fire. One

member of the SFC, the State Treasurer, was aware that Pitt had purchased

some Rocket Research shares (not a new issue) during the relevant period,

and may have been dimly aware that Pitt may have had other stock

transactions for his own account, but none of the members of SFC was

aware that hot new issues were involved in the practice or that Pitt

was purchasing the stock through the Seattle Trust or utilizing his

wife's checking account for the purpose. Nor was any member aware of

the number of issues involved, Pitt's holding period, or the profits

that he realized from the transactions. The receipt of unrepaid loans

etc., likewise, was unknown to the SFC. These were all facts that
39/were material factS-within the concept of securities-law disclosure

requirements that the SFC was entitled to know in order to form a

conclusion whether the practice was flatly proscribed by law (as concluded

above) and should be totally forbidden or whether the practice might

be allowed in whole or in part under appropriate regulatory or supervisory

safeguards.
Pitt does not contend that he advised the SFC of these practices or

that the Committee members had knowledge of them from other sources.

39/ See cases cited in footnote 51 below.
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It is concluded that Pitt's acts, practice, and course of business

in accepting allocations of hot new issues of stock and of unrepaid

"loans" etc., and his failure as a fiduciary to inform the SFC of

such matters, in contravention both of the Revised Code of Washington

and of his fiduciary duties as agent to his principal, the SFC, constituted,
40/

as charged, wilfu~violations by Pitt of the antifraud provisions of

Section l7(a) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange

Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, such violations having occurred in

connection with the purchase and sale of various securities by use of

jurisdictional means, i.e. the United States mails and interstate

telephones.

Violations by Black Company and Black

During the relevant period Black Company sold to Pitt for his

own account IDnewissues of stock, as shown on the schedule appearing on

the following page. Each issue was sold at a profit, and the total

profit on the sale of the 10 issues was $4,670.07. Of the 10 issues,

5 were sold within 4 days or less of purchase and another 2 were sold

within 2 weeks of their purchase. While the record indicates that

Black Company and Black were unaware how long Pitt may have held a

particular stock before he resold it, the record does indicate that

Black (and through him, Black Company) was well aware that Pitt's

financial condition was such that he was unable to hold a large portfolio

40/ All that is required to support a finding of willfulness is proof that
a respondent acted intentionally in the sense that he was aware of what
he was doing and either consciously, or in careless disregard of his
obligations, knowingly engaged in the activities which are found to be
illegal. Hanley v. Securities and Exchange Commission, 415 F. 2d 589,
595-6 (2d Cir. 1969); NEES v. Securities and Exchange Commission 414
F. 2d 211, 221 (9th Cir. 1969); Dlugash v. Securities and Exchan~e
Commission, 373 F. 2d 107, 109-10 (2d Cir. 1967); Tager v. Secur1ties
and Exchange Commission, 344 F. 2d 5, 8 (2d Cir. 1965).
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of stock for an appreciable length of time, and that therefore it was

Pitt's general practice to hold the new issues only for relatively

short periods of time. Put in other terms, Black was well aware that
41/Pitt was not purchasing the stocks for long-term investmen~

As noted earlier, Black Company received from Pitt during the

relevant period on behalf of SFC securities business in an amount

exceeding $1,600,000. More specifically, such purchases and sales

transactions between Black Company and SFC occurred in the following

amounts in the following months:

Mo. n«. of
Transaction

Total Purchases
and Sales

11/65
2/68
3/68
4/69

203,474.99
478,572.90
493,003.45
471,418.75

$1,646.,470.09

In the context of the allegations of the Order, it is concluded that
42/

these allocations amounted to "substantial business."

As already noted above, all of the business Pitt did with Black

Company, whether for the account of SFC or for Pitt's personal account,

was handled through Black, the firm's president, executive officer, and

principal owner. Black and Pitt had had business dealings on behalf

of SFC from shortly after the time Pitt was appointed Executive

Secretary of SFC in 1960, and in time the business relationship ripened
43/

into a combined business and social relationship.
41/ Although at least one stock was held for 290 days, it appears from the

record as a whole that this was done by Pitt to maximize his profit and
not because he was holding for the long-term as a general proposition.

43/

Although Black considered the SFC account small, he testified that he
hoped and expected it to get substantially bigger.
Mr. and Mrs. Pitt and their chi1deren visited the Blacks at their homeedin Lake Oswego

t
Oregon, a few times and Black and Pitt lunched and din

together occas10nally.

42/
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Thus Black was fully aware of, and indeed he and Black Company

were an integral part of, the practice under which Pitt purchased new

issues of stock from Black Company through an account at Seattle Trust
44/

that did not disclose Pitt as the beneficial owner. Although Black

kn~w Pitt was the true owner of the account, any books and records of

Black Company that the Black Respondents were able to produce, e.g.

confirmations of purchases sent to Seattle Trust, showed the account

as that of Seattle Trust with no indication that Pitt was the beneficial
45/

owner.

Section 17(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 17a-3 thereunder require

every member of a national securities exchange and every broker-dealer

registered under Section 15 of the Exchange Act to make and keep current,

among other things, records that disclose the name of the customer for

which each transaction is effected. In view of Black's personal knowledge

of Pitt's true ownership of the account, Black Company's failure to reflect

such ownership on its books and records was a wilful violation of the
46/

mentioned section and rule-.-
·44/ Other, internal records of the Bank of course reflected Pitt's owner-

ship of the account and the transactions that occurred therein on his
behalf, but the Bank's broker-dealer account with Black Company did
not reflect Pitt's ownership.

l
45/ The Black Respondents suggest that it may have lost linterna1" records

showing Pitt's beneficial ownership in the Seattle Trust account in
the course of moving the firm's records from Oregon to New York and
back; but this is speculation, since there is no satisfactory proof
that Black Company ever made or kept a new account card, customer's
ledger, or other record in Pitt's name.

46/ See footnote 40 for cases defining the criteria upon which a finding
of wilfulness may be made under the federal securities laws.
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The ten new issues sold by Black Company to Pitt during the

relevant period, some of which were suggested to Pitt by Black, were

all "hot" issues. As already noted above, a "hot issue" is generally

recognized as an issue of securities that immediately or rapidly rises

to a premium after the shares become available for trading in the

secondary market.
47/

Examination of Exhibit ALJ #14~which for 8 of the 10 issues

shows the pink-sheet activity of the stocks for the ten business days

following the date on which the new issues became effective, and which

dates coincide with the dates on which Pitt purchased the securities,

discloses that in each case the stock immediately or rapidly rose to

a substantial premium.

Thus, Keuffel & Esser Co., purchased on 9-14-65 at $26.00 a

share, was quoted on the bid side on 9-15-65 by one broker-dealer at

29 and by several at 28 7/8 or 28 3/4. On the 16th numerous broker-

dealers showed bid quotes in the range of 28 7/8 to 28 1/4. There-

after the stock continued to drop slightly each day until 9-28-65, when

Pitt sold his shares at 26 7/8 per share. Had Pitt sold immediately,

as he did in some instances, his gain would have been about 10% (with-

out considering commissions).

47/ By order dated May 3, 1974, the Administrative Law Judge gave the
parties notice of his intention, in accordance with 17 CFR 20l.l4(d),
of the Commission's Rules of Practice, to take official notice of
certain matters appearing in the Commission's public files or in the
National Quotation Bureau's "pink sheets", copies of which were
attached, designated for convenient reference as "Exhibit ALJ tI10".
Opportuni ty was afforded the parties to "establish to the contrary"
by May 24, 1974. No party has filed a response. The reference to
"Exhibit ALJ t110" was later corrected to "Exhibit ALJ t114" by order of
June 24, 1974, since ALJ Exhibits 10 through 13 had already previously
been received by prior orders. The use of the pink sheets to establish
market price, in the absence of contrary evidence, was sanctioned in
Charles Hughes & Co. v. SEC, 139 F. 2d 434, 438 (C.A. 2d 1943), ~.
den. 321 U.S. 786. See also Rentz & Co. Inc. et al., 43 SEC 436, 437
(1967).
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Barnes Hind, which Pitt purchased on 9-28-65 at $18.25 and sold the

same day at $22.75, realizing an appreciation of some 24%, was quoted

in the pink sheets on the bid side on 9-29-65 by 10 broker-dealers

at from 23 1/4 to 23 3/4. Thereafter the stock showed moderate

fluctuations until 10-12-65, when 16 broke~dea1ers quoted it on the

bid side at from 24 1/4 to 24 5/8.

Data Processing, which Pitt bought on 12-8-65 at $11.00 and sold

the next day at $15.25, at an appreciation of over 33%, showed a

similar rise to a substantial premium immediately after it began trading

in the secondary market. After jumping immediately from 11 to about 15

it continued to climb during the first 10 trading days until on 12-21-65

it was being quoted on the bid side at from 21 1/4 to 20 3/4.

Examination of Exhibit ALJ No. 14 further indicates that the

following stocks Black sold to Pitt rose to an immediate premium after

trading commenced in the secondary OTC market (with increases expressed

in terms of approximate percentage of increase over the offering prices)

as follows: Western Microwave, over 50%; Dearborn Computer, over 50%;

Yultide Enterprises, over 35%; H.F. Image Systems, about 20%; and

Integrated Containers, about 100%. On Ogden Corp. Conv. Debentures,

which Pitt sold the day after purchase, the stock had risen to an 8 1/2%

premium. Zirconium Technology, which Pitt sold 13 days after purchase,

was selling at that time at a premium of about 30 per cent over its

offering price.
The Black Respondents urge that the Division, which relied primarily

on Pitt's purchase and selling prices, and the short holding periods

in between, failed to establish that the 10 new issues allocated by Black
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to Pitt were "hot" issues. In light of the supporting evidence reflected

in Exhibit ALJ No. 14, there is no doubt but that all of the 10 new
48/issues sold by Black to Pitt were hot issues-.-

The significance of the fact that the new issues sold by the Black

Respondents to Pitt were hot issues, of course, lies in the circumstance

that, as indicated previously above, it was possible to predict with

reasonable certainty in advance whether a new-issue offering would

immediately rise to a premium once the registration became effective

and the stock began to sell publicly, depending upon the manifestations

of interest that were being received by the underwriters before the

effective date of the issue. Thus, once it becomes apparent that an issue

will become a hot issue, an allocation thereof to an individual such as

Pi tt tends to be something of a "sure thing" or "money in the bank".

This last characterization, given the way Pitt was operating through

a bank account, was literally true.

Thus, the allegations in the Order that the Black Respondents

allocated new issues to Pitt "with the expectation that the price would

rise to a premium subsequent to the effective date of the offerings" is

established by the record. As participating underwriters, the Black

Respondents knew or should have known what the indications of interest

in the stocks were before their registrations became effective. The

actual results strongly tend to confirm that Black was allocating to

Pitt new issues that he had every reason to expect would become "hot" issues.

48/ Only with respect to Zirconium Technology could it possibly be argued
that the record fails to contain complete proof. However, the like-
lihood that such stock did not sell at a substantial premium directly
after its registration became effective is remote in view of the
fact that 13 days later it sold at an increase of about 30% and in
light of the price patterns followed by the other 9 stocks.
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Thus, the record establishes, as charged in the Order, that the Black

Respondents "conveyed substantial benefits to Pitt" in connection with

their receipt of substantial SFC business.

By allocating new issues that were expected to and did in fact

became hot issues to Pitt personally, at a time when the Black Respondents

were doing substantial state-fund business with the SFC through Pitt,

the Black Respondents wilfully violated, and wilfully aided and abetted

Pitt's violations of, the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and
49/

the Exchange Act. The Black Respondents' participation in the fraudulent

and deceptive acts, practice, and couse of business was an integral,

indeed indispensable, element in such violations.

The Division also urges, as the Order alleges, that the Black

Respondents violated the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and

the Exchange Act and aided and abetted their violation by Pitt through

failing to disclose to the SFC that they were making allocations of

hot new issues of stock to Pitt during the relevant period. The Division

urges, in substance, that information as to such allocations was material,

relevant information that should have been disclosed to the SFC so that

the committee could have determined for itself whether it was proper or

seemly for Pitt to continue to accept such allocations in light of his

responsibilities under the Washington-State statutes and under the general

law of agency, and, further, that if they had possessed such knowledge

they would have been in better position to judge whether acceptance of

such allocations by Pitt was improperly exerting any influence on his

securities-buying procedures on behalf of SFC.

49/ And that of other respondents like the Black Respondents.
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Assuming, as found above, that under the law and facts as found

above Pitt's acceptance of allocations was flatly prohibited and clearly

wilfully violated the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and

the Exchange Act, and that under the law and facts as found above the Black

Respondents' participation in Pitt's acts, practices, or course of business

clearly amounted to a wilful participation in and aiding and abetting of

Pitt's violations of the antifraud provisions the fact of failure to
50/

have informed the SFC of the allocations to Pitt becomes in a sense

academic.

However, assuming, arguendo, that the allocation to Pitt and his

purchase of new issues expected to become hot was not per se a violation

of the antifraud provisions, but that it did (as found herein) set up

a situation that placed Pitt into an actual or potential conflict-of-
-. interests position in light of his fiduciary obligations as an agent of

the SFC, the failure by the Black Respondents to disclose their allocations

to Pitt to the SFC does become significant and does constitute in itself
51/

a breach of the antifraud provisions-.-

50/ The Black Respondents concede they djd not advise the SFC but urge
they had a right to assume that Pitt did. In light of Black's close
relationship to Pitt, Black's knowldge that the purchases for Pitt
were being made through a Seattle Trust Account rather than in Pitt's
name, and in light of the prohibitions of Washington State law, which
Black knew of or should have known of, it is concluded that the Black
Respondents had no reasonable basis for assuming that Pitt was keeping
the SFC informed. For all their close contacts, the record shows that
Black never even asked Pitt whether he had told SFC about his purchases
of new issues.

51/ In this context the fact of the allocation of hot new issues to-Pitt
would clearly be a "material"fact. Cf. Affiliated Ute Citizens v. U.S.
406 U.S.128, 154 (972); Mills v , Electric Auto-Lite Co., 396 U.S. 375,
385 (1970). Accord, Chasins v. Smith Barney & Co., 438 F. 2d 1167, 1171
(C.A. 2, 1971); Gilbert v. Nixon, 429 F. 2d 348, 356 (C.A. 10, 1970);
Securities and Exchange Commission v. Great American Industries, Inc.,
407 F. 2d 453, 459-60 (C.A. 2, 1968) (en banc) , certiorari denied, 395 U.S.
920 (1969); Securities and Exchange Co-mmTSSIon v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co.,
401 F.2d 833, 849 (C.A. 2d, en banc, 1968).

•
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In arguing against any obligation on their part to have disclosed

to the SFC their allocation of new issues to Pitt, the Black Respondents

make a number of contentions, the more salient of which are considered

here.

The Black Respondents contend, among other arguments, that the

new-issue allocations created no conflict-of-interests situation because

the new issues purchased by Pitt were securities that he was legally

prohibited from purchasing on behalf of the SFC funds and that there was

therefore no "competition" between Pitt and the SFC for the particular

securities. This argument misses the essential thrust of the Division's

argument concerning the allocation and purchase of new issues, i.e.

that,under the circumstances presented by the record the allocation of

a new issue expected to become hot was as offensive as an outright cash

gift would have been, or, as in the case of·another of the settled-out

respondents, a "loan" that wasn't expected to be repaid.

The Black Respondents further urge that the allocation of new issues

to Pitt involved no giving of a gift: Pitt bought and paid for the

stocks, ran the risk of loss on them, and his arrangements with the

Seattle Trust were legal and proper. This argument overlooks the fact

that, as found apove, the risk of loss on these new issues was minimal.

Because the risk was so minimal, the allocations were simply a highly

sophisticated means of doing Pitt a favor or giving him a "gift" or

"gratuity' in recognition of his ability as Executive Secretary of the

SFC to direct SFC fund transactions to Black Company. The record does not

permit a conclusion that Pitt would have been given these allocations of

new issues even though he had not been Executive Secretary of the SFC,

nor does the record establish that giving him such allocations was consistent
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52/

with the NASD's free-riding interpretation-.- While Black testified

that after Pitt was Executive Secretary he expressed to Black an "interest"

in new issues, and while Pitt testified that before becoming Executive

Secretary of SFC and while he was associated with a broker dealer, he

(or his wife) purchased perhaps a half dozen new issues from broker-

dealers other than the one he was then working for, the record herein

contains no indication that Pitt (or his wife) ever had an account with

Black Company prior to the new issue purchases here involved or that he

had established with Black Company a record of securities purchases

such as would have entitled him to small new-issue allocations under the

NASD free-riding interpretation notwithstanding his falling into a

"restricted account" category because of his position as Executive Secretary

of SFC. In any event, even if Black's allocations of hot new issues to

Pitt had met the NASD's free-riding interpretation, this would not eliminate

the obligations under Washington State statutes or the fiduciary obligations

of an agent to his principal.

The Black Respondents also argue that if the Commission desires to

impose reporting requirements on broker-dealers under circumstances similar

52/ Section 1 of Article III of the NASD's Rules of Fair Practice requires
the observance of high standards of commercial honor and just and
equitable principles of trade. The NASD's Interpretation, as in effect
in 1968, recited that members had an obligation to make a bona fide
public offering, at the public offering price, of securities acquired
by a participation in any distribution. Accordingly, if a member had
unfilled orders from the public or had failed to make a bona fide public
offering, it was a violation of Section 1 of Article III to sell any
of its participation in new issues to specified restricted accounts
unless the member could demonstrate that the allocations were in accord
with the normal investment practices (other than in "hot" issues) of
the accounts involved, and that the aggregate of the securities so
allocated was insubstantial and not disproportionate in amount as compared
to the member's sales to the general public.

For a discussion of the purposes underlying the NASD's free-riding inter-
pretation see Rentz & Company, Inc. et al., 43 SEC 436, at pp 437-8, which
characterizes the considerations underlying category (4) of the inter-
pretation (the category here relevant by analogy) as being similar to those
that underlie the NASD's "commercial bribery" rule.
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to those disclosed by the record in this proceeding they should do so by

exercising their rulemaking function rather than by adjudication. There

is little, if any, merit to this argument. The Courts have long

recognized that in circumstances such as these the Commission is free
53/to,proceed either by rulemaking or by adjudication-.- Secondly, at least

three warning signs, i.e. the statutory Codes of Ethics of the State

of Washington, the general fiduciary obligations of an agent such as

Pitt to his prinicpal, and the NASD's free-riding interpretation, should

have placed the Black Respondents on notice that they should have reported

to the SFC their new_issue allocations to Pitt, under the circumstances

here present, if they decided to make such allocations at all in face of

the contra indications to doing so.

Accordingly, it is concluded that Black Company, having made allocations

of new issues to Pitt under the circumstances found above, was under a

legal duty to disclose such allocations to the SFC and that its failure

to do so constituted a wilfull violation of the antifraud provisions of

the Securities Act and the Exchange Act. Black aided and abetted such

violations.

The Division also contends, as the Order alleges, that Black

Company during the relevant period failed reasonably to supervise Black

with a view to preventing the violations of the Securities laws committed
54/

by Black~ This supervision, the Division contends, should have been

53/ E.g. SEC v. Chenery, Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 202-3 (1947). See discussion
of this issue as part of a more broadly-stated contention of various
respondents, treated below at pp.47 through 51

54/ Section l5(b)(5)(E) of the Exchange Act, as added by the 1964 amendments
to it, provides an independent ground for the imposition of a sanction
against a broker or dealer or a person associated with a broker or dealer
who " ••• has failed reasonably to supervise, with a view to preventing
violations of such statutes, [various securities statutes, including the
Securities Act and the Exchange Act], rules,and regulations, another
person who commits such a violation, if such other person is subject to
his supervision."

~~
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carried out by the Board of Directors of Black Company.

There is no ~irect evidence in the record on the question of what

supervisory powers, if any, the Board of Directors reserved to itself

or exercised over Black, the firm's president, chief executive officer

and principal owner, who was himself charged with overall supervision

of the firm's employees. There would seem to be no reason in law or

regulation why the firm's board of directors, as such, should as a matter

of law be required to supervise Black in a matter such as is here involved,

i.e. the allocation of new issues. So far as the record shows, overall

supervision was assigned to Black and exercised by him.

Moreover, Black Company is vicariously subject to the imposition

of sanctions predicated upon violations by Black both under § l5(b)(5) of

the Exchange Act, since Black is a "person associate~' ,with Black Company,
55/

and under the concept of Respondeat Superior:- Indeed, the antifraud

violations found above to have been committed by Black Company are

based essentially upon the conduct of Black, a reflection of the fact

that a corporate body can act only through its officers and employees

and must therefore be responsible for their conduct within the scope of

employment.

Under all of these circumstances it is concluded that it would

be inappropriate to conclude that Black Company had failed reasonably

to supervise Black within the meaning of Section l5(b)(5)(E) of the Exchange
56/

Act, and such charge is accordingly dismissed-.-

55/ Armstrong, Jones & Co. v. SEC, 421 F. 2d 359, 362 (C.A. 6, 1970), cert.
den. June 15, 1970.

56/ To hold the firm liable on these facts for a failure to supervise Black
would be to impose a species of liability without fault, whereas Section
l5(b)(5)(E) liability is predicated upon a wilful or at least negligent
failure to carry out supervisory obligations.
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Violations by Pressprich

During the relevant period Pitt caused the SFC to engage in

securities purchase and sale transactions totalling over $17,740,000

with Pressprich, an amount that clearly constituted "substantial business"

within the meaning of that term as used in Section II E of the Order.

During that same period Pressprich allocated two new issues to

Pitt for his personal use, which Pitt purchased through the Seattle

Trust account. Of the two new issues, the first, Technitrol, purchased

in April of 1966, was "hot", and the second, Integrated Container, pur-

chased in March, 1969, was not.

Turning first to the second new issue, i.e. Integrated Container,

the Division concedes, as the evidence establishes, that it was not a

"hot" issue, but suggests that the respondents may have expected or

anticipated it would be hot, i.e. that its price would rapidly rise to

a premium when it began to sell publicly after the registration became

effective. However, the record contains no satisfactory proof that

either Pitt or Pressprich personnel anticipated it would become hot or

were aware of facts that would have warranted a reasonable person to

expect that it would become hot. Accordingly, it is concluded that the

sale in 1969 of Integrated Container shares to Pitt does not support the

antifraud allegations.

Pressprich concedes, as the record establishes, that the 100

shares of Technitrol it sold to Pitt through the Seattle Trust account

in April of 1966 were part of a "hot" new issue. The salesman who
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arranged the allocation of Technitrol shares by Pressprich to Pitt was

in Pressprich's Portland, Oregon, office, and was one who did business

with Pitt on behalf of SFC. This salesman was aware that because Pitt

was in the category of "restricted accounts" within the NASD's free-

riding interpretation because of his position as Executive Secretary to

SFC, he could not allocate new-issue shares to Pitt (since Pitt at that

time had no record of an established securities account relationship
X!./with Pressprich) without violation of then-existing policies of Pressprich.

Nevertheless, out of "friendship" for Pitt and because of Pitt's status

as SFC's Executive Secretary, this salesman agreed to make the allocation

of Technitrol shares to Pitt through his Seattle Trust account without

disclosing to anyone in the Pressprich firm that Pitt was the beneficial

owner of the Seattle Trust account. The Pressprich salesman was able

to conceal the identity of Pitt as the true purchaser of the Technitrol

shares from anyone at Pressprich because the manager of the Portland

office of Pressprich at that time was a person who had had very limited
58/

experience in the securities industry and was essentially a manager in

57 / Pressprich's policy memorandum No. 26, issued in 1963 (Pressprich's
Exhibit A) was in implementation of the NASD's free-riding inter-
pretation, and forbade the allocation "directly or indirectly" of a
hot issue to Pitt, a professional buyer of an investing institution,
in the absence of an existing record of personal transaction with
Pressprich other than in "hot" issues.

58/ His background was in banking.
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name only, a fact that Pressprich's headquarters office in New York

knew or should have known. Thus, allocations of new issues were made

by salesmen in the Portland office without adequate review or supervision

by the then manager. ,The salesman who sold the Technitrol to Pitt

testified that he in fact did not look to the Portland manager but to

the New York compl iance office for supervision. Pressprich' s compliance

unit operated out of the New York headquarters office and at that time

compliance efforts involved primarily about 4 inspection trips a year to

the Portland office. These procedures were not reasonably adequate 5~
/have uncovered the salesman's deception respecting the sale to Pitt.--

It is concluded that, particularly in view of the ineffectual

managership in Pressprich's Portland office, and the failure to take into

account Pitt's obligations to the SFC under state law and the common law,

the then-existing system Pressprich had for establishing and applying

compliance procedures could not reasonably be expected to prevent and

detect, within the meaning of Section 15(b) (5)(E) of the Exchange Act,

the wilful antifraud violations committed by its salesman in Portland

and that, accordingly, appropriate sanctions may be applied to Pressprich

for its failure reasonably to supervise if any sanctions are found indi-
60/

cated in the public interest.

59/ In matters of the kind here involved there is no adequate substitute
for competent supervision by the branch manager. In addition
Pressprich's supervisory policies and procedures at no point reflected
or took into account the special Washington State statutory provis-
ions relating to Pitt or to the fiduciary obligation Pitt owed de SFC
as its agent.

60/ Pressprich's failure adequately to supervise a person under its con-
trol also caused it to wilfully violate Section l7(a) of the Exchange
Act and Rule l7a-3 thereunder by failing to disclose in its books and
records Pitt as the true purchaser of the Technitrol new issue in 1966.
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The Division also points out, correctly, that under Section

l5(b) (5) (D) of the Securities Act sanctions maybe applied, if found

to be in the public interest, against Pressprich on the basis of the

wilful violations of the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act

and the Exchange Act found to have been committed by its Portland

salesman, a "person associated with" Pressprich within the meaning

of the mentioned section. While this position is technically correct,

it is concluded, under the circunstances applicable to the Pressprich

violations, that it would be appropriate in the public interest to

v/ impose any sanction that maybe warranted on the basis of Pressprich' s

failure to supervise, since that is the true gravamen of the charges

against it, rather than on the basis of sanctions predicated upon a
611

type of "derivative" liability without fault.

~/ In this connection it is of interest to note the Commission's action
in a converse situation in Anthony J. Amato, et al., Exchange Act
Release No. 10265, June 29, 1973, where the Commissiondeclined to
affirm an NASDfinding of failure to supervise where the NASDhad also
found, and the evidence established, active violative participation.
The Commissionstated, at p. 5:

"Weshall, however, set aside the NASD'sfinding that Bills
failed to exercise proper supervision. That finding is incon-
sistent with the active role Bills himself played in his office's
involvement and in that of his subordinates in the Bubble Up
transactions. Failure of supervision -- which may result in
derivative responsibility for the misconduct of others -- connotes
an. inattention to supervisory responsibilities" a failure to
learn of improprieties when diligent application of supervisory
procedures would have tmcovered them. That is not the situation
here. In view of Bills' active and central role in the whole
matter, affirmance of the finding of failure to supervise would
entail a confusion of concepts."

See also In the Matter af the Application of Jerome F. Tegeler, Exchange
Act Release No. 10747, April 19, 1974, p. 4, particularly footnotes
8-10 and text thereto.
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The Division also urges that the wilful antifraud vio1ations of

Pressprichls Portland office registered representative in selling the

Technitrol hot issue to Pitt are in law wilful violations of such

provisions by Pressprich under the concept of respondeat superior.

which holds in essence that wilful violations by an employee in the
62-64/

scope of his employment are the wilful violations of the employe-;:--

Pressprich argues that the concept of respondeat superior should

not be applicable in an enforcement proceeding (as distinguished

from litigation between private persons) and that instead the "good

faith" standard set forth in Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act should
65.'

control, citing SEC v. Lumls, Inc., et al., 365 F. Supp. 1046,

1061-65 (U.S.D.C. S.D.N.Y., 1973).

While Lumls (a suit by the SEC to enjoin) supports Pressprichls

position, an analysis of the case indicates it was wrongly decided.

The cases relied on in the decision involve litigation between private

62-64/ Armstrong Jones & Co. v. SEC, 421 F.2d359,3)2 (C.A. 6,1970), cert.
den. June 15, 1970; SEC v. Charles A. Morris & Associates, Inc.
CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. Para. 93, 756 at pp. 93,305-93,306; Sutro
Bros. & Co., 41 S.E.C. 470, 479 (1963); Cady Roberts & Co., 40
S.E.C. 907, 911 (1961); H.F. Schroeder & Co., 27 S.E.C. 833,837
(1948).

62...1 "LIABILITIES OF CONTROLLING PERSONS

tI Sec. 20. (a) Every person who, directly or indirectly, controls
any person liable under any provision of this title or of any rule
or regulation thereunder shall also be liable jointly and severally
with and to the same extent as such controlled person to any person
to whom such controlled person is liable, unless the controlling
person acted in good faith and did not directly or indirectly induce
the act or acts constituting the violation or cause of action."
(emphasis added).
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persons and not administrative enforcement proceedings or litigation

involving the Government. The language of Section 20(a), which

defines the liability of a controlling person in those cases in which

the controlled person is liable "to any person" may suggest that the

"good faith" defense applies to litigation involving liability of one
66/

"person" to another and not to enforcement proceedings by the Commission

or other enforcement agency of the Government.

Further, this proceeding is brought under Section l5(b) and not

under Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, which was also the situation

in the Lum's case, and the Lum's Court gives no satisfactory rationale

for regarding the latter section as controlling when the proceeding is

brought under the former, nor for disregarding the long-standing Court of

Appeals decision in Armstrong, Jones, cited above, which expressly

affirmed the continued applicability of respondeat superior to the

Commission's administrative proceedings under Section l5(b) of the Exchange

Act in the face of an argument that liability should be tested under

the failure to supervise standards of §15(b) (5)(E),added in 1964.

Moreover, at least one Court has concluded that the "good faith"

standard of Section 20(a) , even in suits between private individuals,
67/

does not apply to the employer-employee relationship. This case,

brought under Section 12(2) of the Securities Act, held partners of a

6~1 "Person" as defined in Section 3C.aH9)of the Exchange Act does not
include the Commission or any other enforcement agency.

6~/ Johns Hopkins University v. Hutton, 297 F. Supp. 1165, 1211-2
(D. Md. 1968), rev'd in part and aff'd in part, including the
point here relevant, 442 F.2d 1124, 1130 (C.A. 4th, 1970).
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broker-dealer liable to a third party for frauds of the firm's

employees after concluding that the "good faith" standard of Section 20(a)
68/

of the Exchange Act did not apply to the employer-employee relationship.--

Yet another weakness in the Lum's decision is that, while it dis-

cu~ses the question of failure to supervise in the context of discussing

the need for finding at least negligent conduct as a prerequisite to the

imposition of liability, it nowhere mentions or considers Section 15(b)(5)(E)

of the Exchange Act, as added in 1964, which obviously sets forth the con-

trolling provisions regarding imposition of administrative sanctions for

a failure adequately to supervise. Instead, the Court, at p. 1065,

determines the issue respecting lack of supe rvf sLon in terms of the "good
~/

faith" defense of Section 20(a).

Accordingly, it is concluded that Section 20(a) does not restrict

the concept of respondeat superior as applied in the Commission's

68/ The Court stated at pp. 1211, 1212 its conclusion as follows:
"What legislative history there is does not indicate that Congress
intended Section 15, originally or as amended, to serve as a
limitation on liability. [footnote omitted]. The section would
seem, on the other hand, to have been intended to establish a
'controlling person' liability which would supplement, and extend
beyond, common law principles of agency and respondeat superior."
297 F. Supp. at 1211-1212, aff'd. on this point, 422 F.2d at 1130.

Johns Hopkins has been cited for the proposition that the controlling-
persons sections of the 1933 and 1934 Acts are not exclusive. It has
led at least one commentator to remark that:

"It seems likely that ••• the specific defenses of the
controlling persons sections of the 1933 and 1934 Acts will
be available only in those situations in which
use of those sections is necessary to impose liability. If
other theories of liability such as agency, aiding and abetting
conspiracy, or direct participation are used, then the 'special'
defenses of the controlling persons sections will apparently be
unavailable." Ruder, "Multiple Defendants in Securities Law
Fraud Cases: Aiding and Abetting, Conspiracy, In Pari Delicto,
Indemnification, and Contribution," 120 U. Penn. L. Rev. 597,
608 (April 1972).

~/ For a critique of the Lum's decision see Note,
(Continued)

The Burden of Control:
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administrative proceedings under the Armstrong, Jones and Charles A.

MOrris & Associates, Inc. decisions, above, and numerous Commission
70/

decisions. Further, it is concluded that the wilful violations

commited by Pressprich's Portland office registered representative were
o

committed in the "course of employment" in that he acted for the

firm, even though he violated the firm's internal policies in so doing.

While, therefore, it must be concluded that under the concept

of respondeat superior Pressprich wilfully violated, and aided and abetted

Pitt's violations of, the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act

and the Exchange Act, it is.concluded that, for reasons already stated

above in connection with discussion of Pressprich' s liability to the

imposition of sanctions because of the violations of its "associated

person" (see p , 38 above), under the circumstances applicable to the

Pressprich violations, it would be appropriate in the public interest to

impose any sanction that may be warranted on the basis of Pressprich's

J failure to supervise rather than under the respondeat superior doctrine.

!!!!.../ (Continued)
Derivative Liability under Section 20(a) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, 48 New York University Law Review 1019 at pp. 1032
1034 (November, 1973).

70/ For a view that questions in part the basis for and continuing
strength of Armstrong, Jones, see Note, 48 New York University Law
Review, cited in footnote 69 above, particularly portions dealing
with "Secondary Liability Under Common Law" at pp. 1029-1031, "A Suggested
Approach: The Variable Good-Faith Standard" at pp. 1034-1039, and
"Conclusion" at pp. 1041-1042.

-
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Contentions of the Respondents

In addition to the contentions of Respondents considered above,

some or all of the Respondents make additional contentions that call

for treatuent herein.

1. Statutes of Limitation

Respondents contend that any charges predicated on events that

occurred more than 5 years prior to the Order for Proceeding are barred

by the statute of limitations on civil penalties or forfeitures con-
71/

tained in 28 U.S.C. §2462, relying upon the decision in H.P. Lambert

Co. v. Secretary of the Treasury, 354 F.2d 819, 822 (C.A. 1st 1965).

Lambert involved a revocation of a customhouse broker's license

by the Secretary of the Treasury under 19 U.S.C. §164l(b) on the basis

of alleged misconduct that occurred, at least in part, more than five

years prior to initiation of the revocation proceeding. Rejecting the

Treasury Department's argument that §2462 was not applicable because

19 U.S. C. §164l "otherwise provided", the Court held §2462 applicable

without discussing the broader question whether a statute of limitations

set forth in title 28 U.S.C., concerning the Federal Judiciary and

~/ Section 2462 reads as follows:

"§2462. Time for commencing proceedings

Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress,
an action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any
civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture, pecuniary or other-
wise shall not be entertained unless commenced within,
five years from the date when the claim first accrued if,
within the same period, the offender or the property is
found within the United States in order that proper ser-
vice may be made thereon. June 25, 1948, c. 646, 62 Stat.
974. "

Historical and Revision Notes
Reviser's Note. Based on Title 28 U.S.C., 1940 ed., §79l
(R.S. §1047). Changes were made in phraseology. 80th Congress
House ReDort No. 308.
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Judicial Procedure applies to administrative proceedings under the

Administrative Procedure Act, saying". • • the general policy of

statutes of limitations is so deeply ingrained in our legal system

that a period of limitations made generally applicable to such pro-

ceedings, as is Section 2462 is not to be avoided unless that purpose

is made manifestly clear."

The Comndssion has held the statute of limitations set forth in

28 U.S.C. §2462 inapplicable to its administrative enforcement proceedings

under the Exchange Act in an unpublished "Memorandum Opinion and Order"
72/

dated August 11, 1952,-- issued in In the Matter of Thomson &
McKinnon and Jack Karn, 35 S.E.C. 451. The bases for the conclusion

in the Commission's Memorandum Opinion, which a recognized writer in the
73/

field of Securities Law considers "sound" ,- include, allIXlgother points:

the observation that the Judicial Code, 28 U.S.C., which was revised and

enacted into positive law in 1948, deals with Federal Courts and their

jurisdiction and procedure, and there is nothing therein or in its 1egis-

1ative history to suggest that its provisions would govern administrative

enforcement proceedings under the Exchange Act, which, instead, are

governed by that Act and the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946; the

72/ The memorandum oplnlon is attached hereto as Appendix B. Since the
proceeding was private, the record therein did not become public
until the Commission's decision in the proceeding was issued.

73/ Loss, Securities Regulation, 2d ed., Vol. II, p. 1174, footnote 10.
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fact that while the Exchange Act prescribes limitation periods with

respect to certain civil actions thereunder, it contains no provision

limiting the bringing of Commission enforcement actions, and the APA,

enacted as a pervasive, comprehensive code of procedure for administrative

agencies, contains no limitation period, even though that would have

been the logical place for the Congress to express any general limitation

period for administrative enforcement proceedings that it might have desired;

and the point that the Commission's enforcement proceedings, in which

the imposition of sanctions is conditioned expressly on a finding that

their imposition would be in the public interest, are remedial in

character and therefore not penalties within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. §2462.

On the basis of the Commission's conclusion in its Memorandum

Opinion in Thomson & McKinnon, above, and on the basis 0 f independent

examination of the principles of legislative construction, it is concluded

that the Lambert case is not persuasive, and that 28 U.S.C. §2462 does

not limit administrative enforcement proceedings of the Commission under

the Exchange Act or the Securities Act.
Even if 28 U.S.C. §2462 otherwise were applicable to the Commission's

enforcement proceedings under the Exchange Act, the section would be

inapplicable because the Exchange Act "otherwise provides" within the

meaning of §2462. Thus, Section l5(b) (5) of the Exchange Act permits

the imposition of sanctions against a broker-dealer based on derelictions

committed by a person associated with such broker-dealer, whether prior or

subsequent to being so associated, without any time limit on the prior

misconduct. Similarly, in §l5(b) (5)(B) , Congress evidenced that it knew

how to spell out a time limit on misconduct when it chose to do so, by
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setting a 10-year limit on the use of described felony or misdemeanor

convictions as a basis for sanctions in certain specified cases.

MOreover, as noted by the Commission's ~morandum Opinion in Thomson &
MCKinnon, above, the fact that Congress spelled out limitation periods

in civil 'suits between private parties under the Exchange Act but set no

overall limitations period for enforcement proceedings by the Commission

strongly indicates that Congress intended no such limitations period to

be applicable to enforcement proceedings.

The Black Respondents also contend that the three-years-from-discovery

limitations statute for fraud of the State of Washington (Revised Code

of Washington, 4.16.060) applies to this proceeding. They cite no

authority for applying that statute in a federal enforcement proceeding as

distinct from its use in private civil actions for damages under Rule

lOb-5. The Commission has held that state statutes of limitation do not
~/

apply to its proceeding under §15(b) of the Exchange Act. It is con-

eluded that this defense is without merit.

2. Contention That Commission is Attempting to Enforce
Washington State Laws and NASD Rules

Some of the respondents urge that by bringing this proceeding the

Commission is improperly endeavoringto enforce the statutory law of the

State of Washington and/or the NASD's free-riding interpretation. There

is no merit to these contentions. The charges in the Order are all

specific charges of violations of specified federal antifraud provisions,

74/ Richard N. Cea, et al., Exchange Act Release No. 8662, August 6,
1969, at p. 12; see also Board of Commissioners v. U.S., 308 U.S.
343, 351 (1939).

-
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record-keeping requirements, and the requirement reasonably to supervise.

It is only violations of those provisions or requirements that are

found herein. This is not to say that in determining whether a fraudu-

lent or deceptive act, pr~ctice, or course of business has occurred within

the meaning of federal laws and regulations the Commission may not look

to duties or prohibitions placed upon a respondent by state statutes or

by the common law applicable to a given legal status that a particular

respondent may have had. Nor does it mean that the Commission may not

look to the NASD's free-riding interpretation, and respondents' knowledge

thereof, as an element in determining whether particular conduct on the

part of a respondent as established by the record was wilful or in deter-

mining the extent of sanctions, if any, that should be imposed in the

public interest.

What Respondents' argument overlooks, basically, is that a given

act, practice, or course of business may be in contravention of both

state and federal statutes and/or regulations, the common law, and regu-

lations of a self-regulatory industry body. But this does not alter the

fact that the only laws and regulations under which violations in this

proceeding have been charged and found are federal securities laws and

regulations.

3. Contention that Commission Seeks to Impose Sanctions
Retroactively by Adjudication That Properly Should
Only be Applied Prospectively Through Rulemaking

Some respondents, particularly the Black Respondents, contend that

a finding of violations on their part in this proceeding would in effect

constitute retroactive promulgation of a rule of conduct for broker-dealers

that properly the Commission could only adopt prospectively through
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rulemaking procedures. They ask, perhaps rhetorically, what rule of

conduct for broker-dealers an attorney could derive from adverse findings

in this proceeding for purposes of advising his broker-dealer clients

as to their future conduct.

These arguments lack validity. The antifraud provisions and the

record-keeping requiremen ts found to have been violated long antedated

in their promulgation the course of conduct here inwlved. What these

Respondents are really arguing is that Rule 10b-5 sets forth standards

in its definition of fraud that are too general and that the Commission

should prescribe a specific. rule forbidding or regulating the sale by

broker-dealers of new issues or hot new issues to representatives of

institutional investors for their personal accounts while doing business

with such institutional investors through such representatives, if the

Commission should desire to regulate such personal transactions with

representatives of institutional investors.

This argument ignores the fact that the Courts have long held that

the choice between proceeding by detailed rulemaking or by ad hoc adjudi-

cation is one that lies primarily in the informed discretion of the

administrative agency. SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 202-3 (1947).

In Ohenery, the Supreme Court stated in pertinent part, at pages 202 and

203, as follows:

". Not every principle essential to the effective
administration of a statute can or should be cast immediately
into the mold of a general rule. Some principles must await
their own development, while others must be adjusted to meet
particular, unforeseeable situations. In performing its
important functions in these respects, therefore, an adminis-
trative agency must be equipped to act either by general rule
or by individual order. To insist upon one form of action to
the exclusion of the other is to exalt form over necessity."

•
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" • • • • Or the problem may be so specialized and varying
in nature as to be impossible of capture within the
boundaries of a general rule. In those situations, the
agency must retain power to deal with the probLems on a case-
to-case basis if the administrative process is to be effective.
There is thus a very definite place for the case-by-case
evolution of statutory standards. And the choice made between
proceeding by general rule or by individual, ad hoc litigation
is one that lies primarily in the informed discretion of the
administrative agency. See Columbia Broadcasting System v.
United States, 316 U.S. 407, 421."

What the Court said in Chenery is particularly applicable to the

definition of securities fraud, which seems to take form in a seemingly
75/

infinite number of factual variants, mutations, and permutations.--

In the instant proceeding the Black Respondents appear to concede

that "cultivating" Pitt with outright gifts of money could be deter-

mined to be an antifraud violation, at least if the "in connection with"

requirement, discussed later herein, is met. Under the circumstances

75/ As the Commission stated in Cady, Roberts & Co., 40 S.E.C. 907, 911
(1961), the antifraud provisions of Section l7(a) of the Securities
Act and Rule 10b-5 of the Exchange Act" ••• are not intended as a
specification of particular acts or practices which constitute fraud,
but rather are desigped to encompass the infinite variety of devices
by which undue advantage may be taken of investors and others." In
a footnote to this statement, the Commission observed:

"12. It might be said of fraud that age cannot wither,
nor custom stale its infinite variety.H

In Investors Management Co., Inc., et al., Exchange Act Release No.
9267, July 29, 1971, the Commission stated, at pp. 14-5: "•••• 
The ambit of the antifraud provisions is necessarily broad so as to
embrace the infinite variety of deceptive conduct."

See S.E.C. v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 195
(1963). Cf. Chasins v. Smith Barney & Co., Inc., 438 F.2d 1167
(C.A. 2, March 2, 1971); Opper v. Hancock Securities, 200 F. Supp.
668, 676 (S.D.N.Y. 1966), aff'd 367 F.2d 157 (C.A. 2, 1966).
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disclosed by this record the sale to Pitt of "hotll new issues, though

far more subtle a means, was designed to achieve the same end of

courting Pitt and was just as fraudulent and deceptive a practice as
""KJ{

a cash gift would have been.

The record herein belies the Black Respondents' argument, express

and implied, that they had no notice or reason to suppose that their

sale of "hotll issues to Pitt might constitute a fraudulent or deceptive

practice or course of business. Firstly, the plain language of the

Washington State statutes cited and discussed above precluded Pitt's
77{

acceptance of such gifts or privileges. Moreover, common-law duties of

the agent to his principle forbede Pitt's acceptance of "hot" issue gifts

at least without disclosing them. In addition, the record contains no

satisfactory proof that Pitt would have been entitled to purchase "hot"

issues within the NASD's free-riding interpretatio~ since there is no

proof of the required prior record of purchases in any Pitt account with

Black Company.

At the very least, in light of all these existing contraindi-

cations to the sale of "hot" issues to Pitt, the Black Respondents should

have fully informed the SFC that they were making or proposing to make "hot"

76{ Indeed, it can plausibly be concluded that the more subtle form of wooing
is more pernicious than a more blatant or overt form on the ground
that many representatives of institutional investors who would
shrink from the latter might be beguiled by the former.

77/ None of the parties has presented any state case law
the pertinent sections, nor have any cases been found
annotations to the sections set forth in Appendix A.

construing
in the

The Washington State statutes discussed above are by no means unique.
£Or a discussion of three federal statutes barring gratutities to
federal officers or to affiliated persons of registered investment
companies, see the Court's language in U.S. v. De4tsch, quoted at
p.)3below. The principal underlying these statutes is as old as
the biblical admonition that a man cannot serve two masters.
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new issue sales to Pitt. Such information would have been highly

relevant and material to the SFC for it would have enabled that

committee, among other things, to make judgments whether such

purchases were (a) legal, (b) desirable from the standpoint of public

policy and of appearances to the public, and (c) were creating or

would create an intolecable conflict-of-interests problem for Pitt

or were exerting or would exert negative influences on Pitt's handling
78/

of official transactions for SFC.

In sum, the selling of "hot" new issues to Pitt was either

participation in and in aid of a fraudulent practice in itself, as

found above, or of such doubtful legal validity that the full circum-

stances surrounding it should have been disclosed to the SFC, in which

case the failure to make such disclosure as required by the circumsances

amounted to participation in and aiding and abetting a fraudulent
79 /

or deceptive practice-.-

78/ In point of fact, subsequent to Pitt's resignation, the SFC adopted
in November, 1970, a set of "Guidelines to Ethical Conduct" for its
staff which, among other things, required staff officers and
employees to disclose fully to the SFC any conflict of interests
they might have; prohibited their "••• purchase of new issues at
the original public offering, other than mutual funds or U.S.
government securities ••• "; and prohibited use of banks or other
intermediaries as conduits for the purchase of securities. Exhibit 34.

79/ Various Respondents urge that they had a right to assume that Pitt
was making disclosur~to the SFC, but nothing in the record indicates
that any respondent ever asked even Pitt, let alone the SFC, whether
such disclosure was being made. In fact, as already found above,
the SFC was unaware of Pitt's purchases of "hot" issues.
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4. Contentions that Under the "In-Connection-
With" Language of the Order There Must be
Proof of Causal Relation Between
Allocations of Hot Issues to Pitt and
Quantum of Business Done by Broker-Dealers
with SFC.

Certain respondents, particularly the Black Respondents,

contend that under the allegation in Section II C of the Order that

"in connection with" respondents' sales of "hot" new issues to Pitt

they received "substantial business" from the SFC, the Division must

prove a causal connection between the allocation of "hot" issues and

the amount of SFC business received by Respondent Broker-Dealers. The

Division denies this contention and urges that instead it is sufficient

to show that Pitt received undisclosed (to the SFC) "compensation" or
Q"gifts" in the form of ''hot''new issues during a time when he was

transacting substantial official business with Respondent Broker-Dealers

on behalf of SFC, since Pitt's receipt of such "gifts" placed him in

a conf1ict-of-interests situation that constituted part of a deceptive

or fraudulent practice without any need to prove the mentioned causal

connection. The Division stated its view on this point during the

hearing and did not attempt to introduce any evidence establishing a
801

causal connection. In support of its view on this point the Division
811 821- -cites U.S. v. Deutsch and Imperial Financial Services. Inc.

While the Deutsch case is a criminal case that arose under

Section 17(e)(l) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, its holding and

language are pertinent here by analogy in view of the comparability in

their thrust and purpose of the respective statutes involved in that

801 The Division stipulated that it does not question any transaction
between a broker-dealer respondent and the SFC with respect to
quality, suitability, price, or timing of execution.

451 F. 2d 98 (C.A. 2d 1971), ~. den. 92 S. Ct. 682 (1972).
42 S.E.C. 717 (1965).

~I

821
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case and in this proceeding. The Court in Deutsch, at pp. 112-113,

stated in pertinent part as follows:

"The language of § l7(e)( 1) makes no mention of intent
to influence; the subsection is cast in the familiar
'for' terminology of the gratuity statutes (e. g., 18
U.S.C. §§ 201 (f-i) (1964» where the only intent
required is that the payment be given and accepted in
appreciation of past, or in anticipation of future,
conduct. We have held that intent to influence is not
an element of 26 U.S.C. § 7214 (a)(2)(1964), which
makes it a crime for a federal officer 'acting in
connection with' the revenue laws to receive 'compen-
sation ••• for the performance of any duty.' United
States v. Cohen, 387 F. 2d 803, 806 (2 Cir. 1967),
cert. denied, 390 U.S. 996 (1968). Similarly, we have
held that the government does not have to show intent
to influence to prove an offense under 18 U.S.C. § 201
(f)(1964), which makes it a crime to give a public
official something of value 'for and because of any act
performed or to be performed.' United States v. Irwin
354 F 2d 192, 197 (2 Gir. 1965), cert. denied, 383 .
U.S. 967 (1966). See also, United States v. Umans, 368
F.2d. 725, 730 (2 Cir. 1966), cert. dismissed as
improvidently granted, 389 U.S. 80 (1967)."

"[10] The statute in the instant case is similar in this
respect to the gratuity statutes. We do not believe that
Congress intended that intent to influence should be read
into § l7(e)(l) of the Act. The paying of compensation
is an evil in itself, even though the payor does not
corruptly intend to influence the affiliated person's acts,
for it tends to bring about preferential treatment in favor
of the payor which can easily injure the beneficiaries of
investment companies. Congress recognized that affiliated
persons had manifold opportunities for self-dealing and
designed a statute to remove the potential for conflicts of
interest by prohibiting the receipt of compensation 'for the
purchase or sale of any property ••• ' 15 U.S.C. § 80a-17(e)
(1) (1964). We hold that to read into §17(e)(1) a requirement
of intent to influence would frustrate this statutory purpose."
(emphasis added).
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In Imperial Financial Services, Inc,, cited in note 82 above,

the Commission concluded, at pp. 727-8, as follows in a proceeding

also involving Section 17(e)(I) of the Investment Company Act of 1940:

"Section 17(e)(1) of the Act is designed to prevent
the receipt, by any affiliated person acting for the
investment company, of any compensation in connection
with the purchase or sale of investment company assets
other than his regular salary or underwriter's or
broker's fees. [footnote omitted]. As registrant's
trader and a member of its Investment Committee, Foster
was in a position to influence the choice of broker-
dealers who would receive business from the transactions
in Imperial's portfolio securities. We find that in
accepting benefits, in the form of an interest-free loan
and a discount price on the purchase of certain shares,
from persons to whom commissions with respect to such
transactions were directed, Foster received compensation
in violation of Section l7(e)(1) of the Investment
Company Act." [footnote omitted] (emphasis added).

It is concluded that the Order utilized the "in connection with"

language in the sense that such or similar language is employed in the

"gratuity" or similar statutes (see quote from Deutsch case, above,
8~

at p. 53): including, specifically the Washington State gratuity statutes,

8~ In light of the factual situation involved in the charges contained
in the Order, it is evident that the "in connection with" language
under discussion was intended to convey the same loose connection as
the same term does when used in the antifraud provisions of Section
lOeb) of the Exchange Act to establish the necessary jurisdiction.
This last "in connection with" clause "is plainly and-- one must
assume-- intentionally the loosest linkage, in any of the federal
antifraud provisions, between a proscribed act and a security
transaction." Bromberg, Securities Law: Fraud-SEC Rule IOb-5, Sec.
7.6(1), p. 190.21 (1969). See, e.g., Herpich v. Wallace, 430 F. 2d
792 (C.A. 5); Kahan v. Rosenstiel, 424 F. 2d 161, 172 (C.A. 3),
certiorari denied sub. ~. Glen Alden Corp. v. Kahan, 398 U.S. 950
Hooper v. Mountain States Securities Corp., 282 F. 2d 195 (C.A. 5),
certiorari denied, 365 U.S. 814. Cf. S.E.C. v. Texas Gulf Sulfur
Co., 401 F. 2d 833, 860 (C.A. 2d 1968).
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and that proof of a fraudulent or deceptive act, practice, or course

of business in this proceeding therefore does not require proof of a

causal connection between the "hot" new issue "gifts" to Pitt and the

amount of SFC business received by the allocating broker-dealer

respondents. Nor does the charge require proof that Respondent broker-
84/

dealers had an intent to influence Pitt in his SFC decisions.--

Accordingly, it is concluded that this contention of the

Respondents is without merit.

Conclusions

In general summary of the foregoing, it is concluded that within

the relevant period from about September 1965 to about October 1969:

(1) Respondent Roy A. Pitt, Jr. wilfully violated the antifraud

provisions of Section l7(a) of the Securities Act and Section lO(b) of the

Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 thereunder; (2) Respondents Black & Company

Inc. and Lawrence S. Black wilfully participated in, and wilfully aided

and abetted Pitt's violations of, such antifraud provisions, and wilfully

violated the record-keeping requirements of Section l7(a) of the Exchange

Act and Rule l7a-3 thereunder; and (3) Respondent R.W. Pressprich & Co.

failed reasonably to supervise, within the meaning of Section l5(b)(5)(E)

of the Exchange Act, a registered representative in its Portland office

84/ The record does establish,. as found above, that the hot new issues
were allocated to Pitt because of his status as Executive Secretary
of SFC, or, in the language of the Deutsch decision, quoted above
at p.SE , that the allocations were made in appreciation of past,
or in anticipation of future, awards of SFC business by Pitt. How-

)

/ever, in light of the flat prohibitions of the Washington-State laws
and the duties under common laws of Pitt as an agent, all that need
really be shown is that the undisclosed gratuities to Pitt were made
during a period when Pitt was awarding SFC business to Respondent
broker-dealers.
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subject to its supervision who during the relevant period wilfully

participated in and wilfully aided and abetted Pitt's violations of
851

the mentioned antifraud provisions.

PUBLIC INTEREST

The seriousness of the violations found in this proceeding is reflected

in Sections 42.21.010 and 42.22.010 of Title 42 of the Revised Code of
the State of Washington, which sets forth the "Declaration of necessity

and purpose" of the Codes of Ethics for Public Officials and for Public
861

Officers and Employees set forth in Chapters 21 and 22 of Title 42.

When these purposes are coup~ed with the underlying purposes of the

Federal securities laws to maintain public faith and confidence in the

securities markets and, in particular, in systems and procedures

involving institutional investors, the gravity of the violations is the

more apparent.

Counterbalancing the gravity of the violations to some degree is

the consideration that the factual circumstances involved in the

violations are to a degree novel, even though the underlying legal concepts

are not; the Commission has in the past taken the novelty factor into
~I

account in assessing sanctions.

~I Pressprich also wilfully participated in and aided and abetted Pitt's
antifraud violations under the respondeat superior doctrine and
committed record-keeping violations, as found above, but, for
reasons already indicated, the gravamen of Pressprich's misconduct
for the purpose of assessing sanctions is considered to be its
failure reasonably to supervise.

86 1 See Appendix A, and pp.14-5 above.

871 See Investors Management Co., Inc. et al., Exchange Act Release.
No. 9267, July 29, 1971, at pp. 14, 15, where the Commission
affirmed the Administrative Law Judge's sanctions that had taken
the novelty factor, among others, into account.
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The violations committed by Pitt were numerous. extended over

a considerable period of time. and ran the range from outright acceptance

of cash ("loans" that were not repaid and were not expected to be repaid)

to the more sophisticated receipt of virtually sure profits through

acceptance of allocations of "hot" new issues. While the gifts and

profits from the hot issues fell far short of making Pitt a wealthy man.

the profits were not insubstantial and certainly not de minimus. Pitt

was experienced in the securities business. and the inherent impropriety

of his acceptance of various gifts, favors or gratuities should have been

evident to him. The effects of his misconduct on the public confidence

in the manner in which the SFC's public funds were administered is not

calculable but must surely have been substantial. and negative. in view

of the widespread and prolonged publicity that the matter received in

the State of Washington. This is so even though there is no evidence in

this record that the funds administered by the SFC and Pitt sustained

any losses or were maladministered.

In Pitt's favor by way of mitigation of sanctions are the fact

that he never before October 1970 has been the subject of any discipli-

nary proceeding for securities law violations brought by the Commission

or any self-regulatory body and the fact that the publicity that attended

his derelicitions caused him to become something of a pariah. with the

result that he has been unable to obtain employment in the securities

business or directly related endeavors except for one brief period of

employment on a temporary basis with Black Company. Thus. in effect,

he has had a de facto suspension for a considerable period.
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In light of all the mitigative circumstances mentioned above

and others urged by Pitt, it is concluded that as to him a bar with

permission to apply for readmission to the securities business after a

period of 9 months in a non-proprietary, non-supervisory capacity,

subject to adequate supervision, would be an appropriate sanction in

the public interest.

On the question of sanctions, the Black Respondents urge, among

other things, that the sanctions proposed by the Division -- a suspension

of Black for 90 days and a suspension of Black Company's registration for

30 days only insofar as its institutional type of business is concerned

would cripple or annihilate the firm. In this connection the Black

Respondents argue that Black Company is the only Oregon-headquartered

firm in the Oregon area that is a member of the NYSE and that of all

Oregon-headquartered broker-dealer firms it has the largest volume of

corporate financings and underwritings. They urge that the firm's demise

or attenuation would be deleterious to its customers in the area,
~I

including present and prospective institutional investors. As to

Black, the Black Respondents urge that for over 20 years in the

881 The Black Respondents also strongly urge that the Division's
proposed sanctions as to them are grossly out of proportion to
other recommended sanctions and to sanctions imposed under
settlements in this proceeding. The Commission has repeatedly
held and the courts have confirmed that the remedial action
which is appropriate depends on the facts and circumstances of
each particular case and cannot be precisely determined by
comparison with action taken in other cases. See, e.g.,
Transmittal Securities Corporation, Securities Exchange Act
Release No. 9476, p. 4 (February 3, 1972); Hiller v. S.E.C.,
429 F. 2d 856 (C.A. 2, 1970); D1ugash v. SEC., 373 F. 2d
107, 110 (C.A. 2, 1967).
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securities business he has had an unblemished record and that as

the president and largest owner and biggest producer in the firm his

absence from the firm would adversely affect its fortunes and visit

negative results upon innocent employees of the firm and on its

ectualor potential customers.

In consideration of all mitigating factors urged by the Black

Respondents as well as others discussed above or disclosed by this

record, it is considered that a 30 day suspension of Black together

with a reprimand to Black Company would be adequate to satisfy, and

best calculated to serve, the overall public interest. Black was the

only active wrongdoer in the firm and his suspension for thirty days

will inevitably have some negative impact on the firm, along with the

reprimand and findings of violations that it will sustain. To attempt

to revoke Black Company's registration for a period of time as respects

institutional accounts only might do more harm to actual or potential

institutional customers of the firm than the effort would be worth in

terms of its deterrent effect.

As respects Pressprich, the essence of its dereliction is a
901

failure adequately to supervis~ which resulted in the single, isolated

sale of one "hot" new issue to Pitt in 1966 by one of Pressprich's

891 Black Company has not prior to the events that are the subject of
this proceeding been the subject of any disciplinary proceeding or
action by any regulatory or self-regulatory body with the exception
of one NASD proceeding relating to the firm's San Francisco office
that resulted in a $700 fine.

901 See pp. 38 and 42 and footnote 85, above.
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Portland-office salesmen. The record indicates that Pressprich's

compliance procedures, though not adequate, were generally equal to

or superior to those then coounon to the industry, and that they have

thereafter been strengthened. In light of all the mitigative factors

urged by'Pressprich or disclosed by this record, it is concluded that

the findings of violations and of a failure to supervise against

Pressprich will alone constitute sufficient deterrent effect and that

accordingly it is not necessary to impose any sanction against

Pressprich in the public interest.

ORDER

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED as follows:

(1) Respondent Roy A. Pitt, Jr. is hereby barred from

association with any broker or 'dealer with the proviso that after a

period of nine months following the effective date of this Order he

may apply to the Coounission to become so associated in a non-supervisory,

non-proprietary capacity upon a satisfactory showing to the Commission

that he will be adequately supervised;

(2) Respondent Lawrence S. Black is hereby suspended from

association with any broker or dealer for a period of one month following

the effective date of this order: Provided, however, That this suspension

shall not require Black to divest himself of his ownership interest in

Black & Company, Inc.during the suspension period;

(3) Respondent Black & Company, Inc. is hereby censured, and

(4) The imposition of any sanction against R. W. Pressprich &
Co., Inc. for its violations and failure to supervise is found not to be

required or indicated in the public interest in view of the various

mitigating circumstances found herein.
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This order shall become effective in accordance with and subject

to Rule l7(f) of the Commission's Rules of Practice, 17 CFR 20l.l7(f).

Pursuant to Rule l7(f), this initial decision shall become the

final decision of the Commission as to each party who has not within

fifteen days after service of this initial decision upon him, filed a

petition for review of this initial decision pursuant to Rule l7(b),

unless the Commission, pursuant to Rule l7(c) determines on its own

initiative to review this initial decision as to him. If a party

timely files a petition for review, or the Commission takes action

to review as to a party, the initial decision shall not become final
911

with respect to that party.

Washington, D.C.
July 12, 1974

911 To the extent that the proposed findings and conclusions submitted
by the parties, and the arguments made by them, are in accordance
with the views herein they are accepted, and to the extent they are
inconsistent therewith they are rejected. Certain proposed findings
and conclusions have been omitted as not relevant or as not necessary
to a proper determination of the issues presented.
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Title 41
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Chapters 41.28 to End

Title 42
PUBLIC OFFICEHS AND AGENCIES

WITH FORMS
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CHAPTER 42.20

MISCONDUCT OF PUBLIC OFFICERS
Section.
42.20.010 Misconduct of public officer.
42.20.020 Powers may not be delegated for profit.
42.20.030 Intrusion into and refusal to surrender public office.
42.20.040 False report.
42.20.050 Public officer making false certificate.
42.20.060 Falsely auditing and paying claims.
42.20.010 Misappropriation and falsification of accounts by public

officer.
42.20.080 Other violations by officers.
42.20.090 Misappropriation, etc., by treasurer.
42.20.100 Failure of duty by public officer a misdemeanor.
42.20.110 Improper conduct by certain justices.

CROSS REFERENCES

Agriculture department personnel, misconduct: RCWA 43.23.140.
Bribery and grafting: RCWA Chapter 9.18.
Bribery or corrupt solicitation prohibited: Const Art II § 30.
Cities and towns, commission form, misconduct of officers and em-

ployees: 35.17.150.
Cities, second class, misconduct of officers and employees: RCWA

35.23.230.
Code of ethics for public officers and employees: RCWA Chapter 42.22.
County commissioners misconduct relating to inventories: RCWA

36.32.220.
County officers, misconduct: RCWA 36.18.160,36.18.170.
County sheriff, misconduct: RCWA 36.28.140.
County treasurer, suspension for misconduct: RCWA 36.29.090.
Election officials, misconduct: RCWA Chapter 29.85.
Extortion by public officer: RCWA 9.33.040. ,
False acknowledgment: RCWA 9.44.030.
Flood control district officers, interest in contracts prohibited: RCWA

86.05.590,86.09.286.
Forfeiture of office upon conviction of felony or malfeasance: ncw A

9.92.120.
Free transportation for public officers prohibited: Const Art II § 39, Art

XII§ 2Q.
Irrigation districts, interest in contracts: RCWA 87.03.465.
Juries, misconduct of public officers concerning: RCWA Chapter 9.51.
Militia, misconduct: RCWA Chapter 38.32.
Oppression under color of office: RC\VA 9.33.020.
Penitentiary employees, misconduct: RCWA 72.08.150,72.08.160.
Personating public officer: RCWA 9.34.020.
Private use of public funds, penalty: Const Art XI § 14.

479



42.20.010 PUBLIC OFFICERS AND AGENCIES

School funds, fallure to tum over; RCWA 28A.87.080, 28A.87.13O, 28A.87 •• 
135.

School officials.
Disclosing examination questions: RCWA 28B.60.070.
False reports: RCWA 28A.87.02O-28A.87.050.
Granting: RCWA 28A.87.090.

School teachers,
Abuse of pupil: RCWA 28A.87.140.
Failure to display flag: RCWA 28A.02.030.
Failure to enforce rules: RCWA 28A.67.060.

State and judicial officers, impeachment: Const Art V.
State colleges of education, board of trustees, interest in contracts prohib-

ited: RCWA 28B.4O.120.
State treasurer, embezzlement: RCWA 43.08.140.
Township officers not to be interested in contracts: RC\,VA45.16.110.

42.20.010 Misconduct of public officer. Every public offi-
eer who shall-

(1) Ask or receive, directly or indirectly, any compensation,
gratuity, or reward, or promise thereof, for omitting or deferring
the performance of any official duty; or for any official service
which has not been actually rendered, except in case of charges
for prospective costs or fees demandable in advance in a case
allowed by law; or

(2) Be beneficially interested, directly or indirectly, in any
contract, sale, lease, or purchase which may be made by, through
or under the supervision of such officer, in whole or in pact, or
which may be made for the benefit of his office, or accept, di-
rectly or indirectly, any compensation, gratuity, or reward from
any other person beneficially interested therein; or

(3) Employ or use any person, money, or property under his
official control or direction, or in his official custody, for the
private benefit or gain of himself or another;

Shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor, and any contract, sale,
lease or purchase mentioned in subdivision (2) hereof shall be
void: Provided, That this section shall have no application to any
person who is a state employee as defined in RCW 42.18.130.

LEGISLATIVE mSTORY
1. Enacted Laws 1909 cII 249 § 82 P 915. Based on:
(a) Code 1881 § 879.
(b) Laws 1873 p 200 § 83, Laws 1869p 216 § 79, Laws 1859 p 119, § '.f.

Laws 1854 p 89 § 74.
2. Amended by Laws 1st Ex Sess 1969 ch 234 § 34 p 2266, adding the

proviso at the end of the section.
See RRS § 2334.
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CHAPTER 42.21

CODE OF ETHICS FOR PUBLIC OFFICIALS
sections
·12.21.010 Declaration of necessity and purpose.
-12.21.020 Definitions.
·12.21.030 Prohibited practices-Using position to secure special

privileges or exemptions.
42.21.040 Engaging in activities likely to require or in-

duce disclosure of confidential information.
42.21.050 Disclosure of confidential information or use for

personal benefit.
42.21.060 Public officials and candidates to file statement concern-

ing private interests.
42.21.070 Annual report by secretary of state.
42.21.080 Penalty.
42.21.090 Chapter inapplicable to state employees under executive

conflict of interest act.

CROSS REFERENCES
Executive conflict of Interest act: RCW A Chapter ~.18.
Public officer, requiring or procuring bond or insurance on public works

from particular insurer, broker, agent: RCWA 48.30.270.

42.21.010 Declaration of necessity and purpose. It is de-
clared that high moral and ethical standards among public offi-
cials are essential to the conduct of free government; that a code
of ethics for the- guidance of public officials is necessary to pre-
vent conflicts of interest in public office, improve standards of ./'
public service, and promote and strengthen the faith and confi- {
dence of the people of the state of Washington in their public \
officials. ' ....

LEGISLATIVE msTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965 ch 150 § 1 P 224.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 262, 275 et seq., 300

et seq.
CJS Officers §§ 110-116.

Key Number Digests:
Officers <!PllO.
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42.21.020 PUBLIC OFFICERS AND AGENCIES

42.21.020 Definitions. "Public official" means every per-
son holding a position of public trust in or under an executive,
legislative or judicial office of the state and includes judges of
the superior court, the court of appeals, and justices of the su-
preme court, members of the legislature together with the secre-
tary and sergeant at arms of the senate and the clerk and ser-
geant at arms of the house of representatives, elective and ap-
pointive state officials and such employees of the supreme court,
of the legislature, and of the state offices as are engaged in super-
visory, policy making or policy enforcing work.

"Candidate" means any individual who declares himself to be
a candidate for an elective office and who if elected thereto would
meet the definition of public official herein set forth.

"Regulatory agency" means any state board, commission, de-
partment or officer authorized by law to make rules or to ad-
judicate contested cases except those in the legislative or judicial
branches.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
1. Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965 ch 150 § 2 P 2244-
2. Amended by Laws 1971 ch 81 § 106, effective :March 23, 1971,

substituting "court, the court of appeals, and justices of the supreme
court." for "and supreme courts," after "includes judges of the superior"
in first sentence.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am .Tur2d Publie Officcrs and Employees § 1.
C.TSOfficers n 110-116.

Key Number DIgesf8:
Officers ClP110.

42.21.030 Prohibited practices-Using position to secure
special privileges or exemptions. No public official shall use his
position to secure special privileges or exemptions for himself,
his spouse, child, parents or other persons standing in the first
degree of relationship.

LEG:SLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965ch 150 § 3 P 2245.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am.Tur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 28O,28L
C.TS Officcrs §§ 110-116. .

Key Number Digests:
Officers ClP110.
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CODE OF ETHICS 42.21.060

42.21.040 En~ging in aetivitlcs likely to require or
induce disclosure of eonlklentlal Information, No public official
shall accept employment or engage in any business or profes-
sional activity which he might reasonably expect would require
,)1" induce him to disclose confidential information acquired by
him by reason of his official position.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965 ch 150 § 4 P 2245.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am.Tur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 275 et seq., 230, 281.
CJS Officers §§ 110-116.

Kt'y Number Digests:
Officers cS;:;>110.

42.21.050 Disclosure of confidential information or
use for personal benefit. No public official shall disclose confiden-
tial information gained by reason of his official position nor shall
he otherwise use such information for his personal gain or bene-
fit.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965 ch 150 § 5 p 2245.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am .Tur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 280, 281.
CJS Officers §§ 110-116.

Key Number Digests:
Officers C=>110.

42.21.060 Public officials and candidates to file statement
concerning private interests. Every public official and such other
public employees as may be provided for herein shall on or be-
fore January 31st of each year, and every candidate shall simul-
taneously with filing a declaration of candidacy, file with the
secretary of state, a written statement of:

(1) The name of any corporation, firm or enterprise subject
to the jurisdiction of a regulatory agency in which he has a di-
rect financial interest of a value in excess of one thousand five
hundred dollars: Provided, That policies of insurance issued to
himself or his spouse, accounts in banks, savings and loan associa-
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42.21.060 PUBLIC OFFICERS AND AGENCIES

tions or credit unions are not to be considered financial interests·,
and

(2) Every office or directorship held by him or his spouse in
any corporation, firm or enterprise which is subject to the juris-
diction of a regulatory agency; and

(3) The name of any person, corporation, firm, partnership, or
other business association from which he receives compensation
in excess of one thousand five hundred dollars during the preced-
ing twelve month period by virtue of his being an officer, director,
employee, partner or member of any such person, corporation,
firm, partnership or other business association; and

(4) As to attorneys or others practicing before regulatory
agencies during the preceding twelve month period, the name of
the agency or agencies and the name of the firm, partnership or
association of which he is a member, partner, or employee and
the gross compensation received by the attorney and the firm,
partnership or association respectively for such practice before
such regulatory agencies; and

(5) A list of legal description of all real property in the state
of Washington, in which any interest whatsoever, including op-
tions to buy, was acquired during the preceding calendar year
where the property is valued in excess of fifteen hundred dol-
lars: Provided, That legislators shall also comply with such
rules or joint rules as they now exist or may hereafter be amend-
ed or adopted.

For the purposes of this section, and this section only, the
Washington state personnel board, established by RCW tll.06.-
110, shall adopt and promulgate rules and regulations in accord-
ance with the standards and policies set forth in RCW 41.06.150,
delineating which classified personnel employed by the state shall
be required to complete and file the financial statement set forth
in~ sections 1 and 2 of this 1969 amendatory act, as they now
exist or may hereafter be amended.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

1. Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965ch 150§ 6p 2245.
2. Amended by Laws 1st Ex Sess 1969ch 188 § 1 P 144, (1) adding

"such other public employees as may be provided for herein" artor
"Every public official and" in the first sentence; (2) substituting "stmul-
taneously with" for "within thirty days after" after "every candidate
shall" in the first sentence; (3) adding "five hundred" aftcr "in excess of
one thousand" in subd (1); (4) adding "accounts in banks, savings and
loans associations or credit unions" after "his spouse" in the proviso in
subd (1); (5) adding "and the gross compensation received by the at-
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torney and the firm, partnership or association respectively for such
practice before such regulatory agencies and" after "member, partner,
or employee" at the end of subd (4); and (6) adding subd (5).

REVISER'S NOTE
"This 1969 amendatory act" [1969 1st ex. s. c 188] was an act contain-

ing only one section which section was the amendment to RC\Y 42.21.060
set forth above.

CROSS REFERENCES
Primary election candidates to file statement of purpose=-Penaltyt

RCWA 29.18.140.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
CJS Elections §§ 324, 334.

At.romey Gcneral's Opinions:
Ops Atty Gcn 65-66 No. 44 (legislator who is attorney engaged in pri·

vate practice of law as not required to report names of his client; period
covered by first report that must be filed under this statute).

Ops Atty Gen 65-66 No. 69 (meaning of "public officials," "direct finan-
cial interest," and "regulatory agency").

Key Number Digests:
Elections (;:;::>309.

42.21.070 Annual report by secretary of state. On or be-
fore February 15th of each year, the secretary of state shall pre-
pare a report containing the statements required to be filed pur-
suant to RCW 42.21.060, which reports shall be open to public
inspection.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965 ch 150 § 7 P 2246.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
CJS States §§ 60 et seq.

Key Number DIgests:
States e=>73.

42.21.080 Penalty. Any person wilfully, knowingly and in-
'vntlonally violating any provision of this chapter shall be guilty
of a gross misdemeanor.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1st Ex Sess 1965ch 150 § 8 p 22·16.
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42.21.080 PUBLIC OFFICERS AND AGENCIES

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
CJS Officers §§ 133, 147.

Key Number Digests:
Officers <P121.

42.21.090 Chapter inapplicable to state employees under
executive conflict of interest act. This chapter shall have no ap-
plication to any person who is a state employee as defined in
RCW 42.18.130.

LEGISLATIVE lllSTORY
Added by Laws ~st Ex Sess 1969 ell 234 § 36 p 2267.

CROSS REFERENCES
Executive conflict of interest act: RCW A Chapter 42.1.8.
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CHAprrER 42.22

CODE OF ETHICS FOR PUBLIC OFFICERS
AND El\IPLOYEES

Sections
-12.22.010 Declaration of necessity and purpose.
42_22.020 Definitions.
42.22.030 Activities in conflict with dischnrgc of duties prohibited.
42.22.040 Prohibited practice.'> enumerated-Agency code of ethics.
-12.22.050 Sworn statement of relationship or interest in certain

business entities requircd-Confidentiality.
42.22.060 Chapter supplemental-Liberal construction.
42.22.070 Penalties.
42.22.120 Chapter inapplicable to state employees under executive

conflict of interest act.

CROSS REFERENCES
Executive conflict of interest act: RCWA Chapter 42.18
.Misconductof public officers: RCWA Chapter 42.20.

42.22.010 Declaration of necessity and purpose. It is de-
clared that the high moral and ethical standards among the pub-
lic servants are essential to the conduct of free government; that
a code of ethics for the guidance of public officers and employees
is necessary in order to eliminate conflicts of interest in public
office, improve standards of public service, and promote and
strengthen the faith and confidence of the people of Washington
in their government.

LEGISLATiVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1959ch 320 § 1 p 1555.

C-OLLATERALREFERENCES
63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 262,309 et seq.
CJS Officers § 103.

Key Nwnber Digests:
Officers 1S=>107.

42.22.020 Definitions. (1) State agency means any state
board, commission, bureau, department, division, or tribunal
other than a court.

(2) Legislative employee means any officer or employee of
the legislature other than members thereof.
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42.22.020 PUBLIC OFFICERS AND AGENCIES

(3) Personal and private interest means any interest which
pertains to a person, firm, corporation, or association whereby
such person, firm, corporation, or association would gain a special
benefit or advantage as distinguished from a general or public
benefit or advantage.

(4) Confidential information means such information as is
declared confidential by other specific statutes.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1959ch 320 § 2 P 1555.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 309 et seq.
CJS Officers § 103.

Key Number Digests:
OfIicers €:=>107.

42.22.030 Activities in conflict with discharge of duties pro-
hibited. No officer or employee of a state agency or legislative
employee shall have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct
or indirect, or shall engage in any business or transaction or pro-
fessional activity, or shall incur any obligation of any nature,
which is in conflict with the proper discharge of his duties in the
public interest.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
1. Enacted Laws 1959 ch 320 § 3 p 1555.
2. Amended by Laws 1961 ch 268 § S, substituting "No officer or em-

ployee of a state agency or legislative employee" for "No officer, employee
of a state agency, legislative employee, or other public official" at the
beginning of the section.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 309 et seq.
CJS Officers § 103.

Key Number Digests:
Officers €:=>107.

42.22.040 Prohibited practices enumerated=-Agency code
of ethics. No officer or employee of a state agency, legislative
employee, or other public officer shall use his position to secure
special privileges or exemptions for himself or others.

(1) No legislative employee shall directly or indirectly give
or receive or agree to receive any compensation, gift, reward,
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or gratuity from any source except the state of Washington for
any matter connected with or related to the legislative process
unless otherwise provided for by law.

(2) No officer or employee of a state agency, or other public
officer shall, directly or indirectly, give or receive or agree to re-
ceive any compensation, gift, reward, or gratuity from any source
except the state of Washington, its political subdivisions, or em-
ploying municipal government, for any matter connected with or
related to his services as such an officer or employee unless oth-
erwise provided for by law.

(4) No person who has served as an officer or employee of a
state agency shall, within a period of two years after the termina-
tion of such service or employment, appear before such agency or
receive compensation for any services rendered on behalf of any
person, firm, corporation, or association in relation to any case,
proceeding, or application with respect to which such person was
directly concerned and in which he personally participated dur-
ing the period of his service or employment.

(5) No officer or employee of a state agency, legislative em-
ployee, or public official shall accept employment or engage in
any business or professional activity which he might reasonably
expect would require or induce him to disclose confidential in-
formation acquired by him by reason of his official position.

(6) No officer or employee of a state agency, legislative em-
ployee, or public official shall disclose confidential information
gained by reason of his official position nor shall he otherwise
use such information for his personal gain or benefit.

(7) No officer or employee of a state agency shall transact any
business in his official capacity with any business entity of which
he is an officer, agent, employee, or member, or in which he owns
an interest.

(8) The head of each state agency shall publish for the guid- (,r-
ance of its officers and employees a code of public service ethics
appropriate to the specific needs of each such agency.

(9) No officer or employee of a state agency nor any firm,
corporation, or association, or other business entity in which
such officer or employee of a state agency is a member, agent,
officer, or employee, or in which he owns a controlling interest,
or any interest acquired after the acceptance of state employ-
ment, accept any gratuity or funds from any employee or shall
sell goods or services to any person, firm, corporation, or associa-
tion which is licensed by or regulated in any manner by the state
agency in which such officer or employee serves.
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lEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Enacted Laws 1959 ch 320 § 4 P 1556.

REVISER'S NOTE

Subdivision (3) of 1959 c 320 § 4 was vetoed.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 309 et seq.
CJS Officers § 103.

Attorney General's Opinions:
Ops Atty Cen 61--62 No.5 (right of sheriff to receive reward offered by

United States Post Office Department for performance of services Instru.
mental to solution -ot. crime relating to Postal Service).

Key Number Digests:
Officers ~107.

42.22.050 Sworn statement of relationsllip or interest in
certain business entities required-Confidentiality. Each legis-
lative employee, agency officer and such employees thereof as
the agency head may by regulation provide, who is an officer,
agent, member of, attorney for, or who owns an interest in any
firm, corporation, association, or other business entity which is
subject to state regula lion shall file a sworn statement with the
secretary of state disclosing the nature and extent of his relation-
ship or interest, said statement to be kept in confidence and to be
disclosed only to members of the legislature or any legislative
committee which may be organized for the purpose of ascertain-
ing a breach of this code, and the same also to be disclosed to any
other authority having the power of removal of any public official
or servant.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Enacted Laws 1959 ch 320 § 5 p 1557.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 280,281.
CJS Officers § 103.

Key Ntunber Digests:
Officers C=>107.

42.22.060 Cha.p~cr supplemental Liberal construction.
This chapter shall be construed liberally to effectuate its pur-
poses and policy as set forth in new 42.22.010, and to supple-
ment such existing laws as may relate to the same subject.
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1959 ch 320 § 6 p 1558.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am Jur Statutes §§ 217 et seq.
CJS Officers § 103.

Key Number Digests:
Officers ~107.

42.22.070 Penalties. Any person violating any provision
of this chapter shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor, and such
person may be removed from his position or office, in addition to
any other remedies or penalties provided by law, as for miscon-
duct or malfeasance in office.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Enacted Laws 1959 ch 320 § 7 p 1558.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 3·16et seq.
CJS Officers § 133.

I{cy Number Digests:
Officers e:=>121.

42.22.120 Chapter inapplleable to state employees under
executive conflict of interest act. This chapter shall have no ap-
plication to any person who is a state employee as defined in RCW
42.18.130.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Added by Laws 1st Ex Sess 1969 ch 234 § 37 P 2267.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
63 Am Jur 2d Public Officers and Employees §§ 280, 281.
CJS States § 113.

Key Number Digests:
States e:=>95.
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--In the utter ot -

mo;,tsoll ~ Mci{I!.;;ON
11 .,a1l Street

••• York 5. he~ iork

{Sc~urltle8 :xcnanFe Act or 1934 -
.:cc<:.loms 15(b}. 15k and 1~1(aJ(3)}

~88e are lJl'lvate ~roceedints to deter':11ne whether fro'n

11 a:')proxl!"ta~ly January L, 1:)46, to R:1!)1'Oxl!!latc1y I'ebruary 10,

12 1j51, ·J.ho-:lson& ,.iclUnnon ("re,:-:Istrantll), a partnership re--ist;cred

13 as Q brokor-tlaal&)r, and its e''1;>101e9, Jack ~\c1rn. vlo1'it~d the

~)rovls1Qn3 of the ~if:curi ties A.ct of 193; (II the .:}(:curl-14 an tl-fI·aud

15 tlo3 "e t" )

16 Act"), and

17 nO t, and,

:llt1(i taa ~ee'u i ties -:...xcnanre Act of 1934. (If tile .:xcnanf-e

the .11art=ln !e'l-.llre":1cnts or ~'ect10n 1(a) 01' the xchanrr

11' no, whether it 1s neeeusary to 1moose l'c'ledlal

18 aarie t.Lone ;t1til respect to re:l~trantts I'c.-:-lstratlon and its
.

19 -"ie-:tbcrshlp ill the :;utional ;..sace tn tion of ~Jecllrl ties J ~a1crs.

20 I Inc. and OlA certaln national se(,I1.!'l tt-:-s exchan,7"os

21 .i.e-.-lstrnnt and ':urn -have in 8f;ilnrate n~)f)llc9tl.on5 r-e que s te

22 t~uc vur order of hove~Der 11. 1))1, Inst1tat1nh t~e~e ~roceedln;

23 be a-tended to exclude fr')",\c::Jns16era tlon b" the l-Ienrln,;;cc.xa"11ncr

24 in \.one nr-apaz-a tlon of- nt.s rcc')"1::1e~ded dec LsLon and by us 1n our

25 rlndln~8 and O~lnlon any transBctions whlch occurred nr10r to

26
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J. llo... ber 19, 1946.· 'lbe7 contend tha t anJ' transactlons which

2 occurred ~or. -than 5 Tears ,r1or to,the date or our'order are

barred from coaslderatioD by tbe atatute or li~ltatlon8 set

4 forth 1n Sect10n 2462 of the Juo1cial Code which ~rovloess
5

6

7

8

9

10

-Except as otherwiso ~rovlried by Act of Con~ress,
an actIon, sult or ~roceedinp rap th~ ~nlnrce~nnt of
any civ!l fine, !)enal ty, or forte! tal'e t pacunl3.r~,or
o thcrwlae, shall not co on ter-ta 141Cd unless co 1.r.c.ncf)d
within rive years fr~~ the d9te ~hen the clal~ rlrnt
accrued if, ultnln the Da~c ~f)rlod, the offnndrr or
the nroperty ia 1'ound wi thin t.he unl ted ~:ta tea in
order tna t !)roper service ~ay bo siade t1wroon.1I 1/

- ---It 1s' contended- tha t the phrase "an action, sult or :')ro-

c~cdin,r" applies to ad1l1nls tra tive 8.8 \'/ell 68 Judicial nroce erttnr-11
12 nnr. that alnee nei ther the 3ecurl ties ~c t nor the :':xchan"':e1\C t

13 cont~1n8 an aop11caole 11~1tatlon ncriod the In8tant procfleriln~s
14, are wlth1n the purv1ew of tho fOI'epoinF: section. It; La ar'!ued

I
15 tha t the present proceed1ngs relll te to II the enforce .ent of 9n1

16 clvil fIne, penalty, or Jorfeltltre, ,ecuni!lry or otherwise

17 bocause the sanctions whlch nirrht be i-!tpoaed nr e penal tLos "I'llthln

18 the r~eaainil of the quote d ae c t fon , :';:1Cin t!113 cor.no e tLon 1 t 1::1

19 asserted that such a de~or~1nntion alao would 5ubject lhe re-

20 spondento to the criminal penalties prescribed in Section 24 of

21 tho Securl tios Act and Sec t10n ;2 of the e.xehanr-e ac t for v101a-

22 ttons or thoso statutes.,which was revised in 1948,
';he Jud1cIal Code/ombocli69 the laws ~crtalnlnr- to the23

•
24 I'eceral courts, their jurlstUctlon and nr-ocedur-o, and nothing

25 1 J' 6 8~ 28 J.S.C•• 24 2 (194 ).
26
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1 tnereiD ind1cate. that ad:nInlatrat1ve llroceedlnP'8are .u')ject to
!I

2 Ita ~rovI81ona. On tbe contrary,' the le~l.l.tLve hl.tory sho••
3 that ad'Dlnlstrative a"Dcles subjeot to the r.qulre~ents ot the

4 Ac~lnl.tratlve Procedure Act were not consIdered to be wIthin
?:I5 the ~urvlew ot ita varIous nrovls1ons. Wbile thIs Co~18.lon

6 exercises quasi-judicial ~~nctions 1n these proceedln~a, it does

7 not bYTlrtue of 8uch activity exercise judIcIal runct10na withln
3/8 the ~•• nln~ ot the federal Constitution an~ the Federal laws,

9
c:

11

10 1/ Sonate zte~ort tio. l!)5? 80th Cont'J'8sB. 2nd ~1eB81on; House
;·e:}ort .io. ~O&. cO~~ Con......res8. 1st .soaeLon,

12
13
14
15
16
17

18 ~/

19
20
21

IH~:'latrnnt a t ta che s eoue l-:tcort'=!nce to the uae in ~ioctlon
2!..('2 or the word uproce~dlnca which dld not anp9ar nrlor to
1948 when the Judicial Code ~as revi3ed. In our 091010n the
insertion 01' the word I'proc8edlnall does not 1ndlct! tA any
intent to enlarfo the BCODO of ~ection 2462 to l'ender 1t
a P911cablo to 80.1\1n18'tra tlve )):'oooocl1n"8. ',110wor~ "~ro-
c ee dLn s;' \'Ioulrin )~e:...r to h::vo be en a dd ed to :.Hlkc t~l~ Lon -,l~lce
o r i;he t46ction e nor-aee all jUdicial llLlp,tlnn. In t'lls
connee tLon it '"Jay 00 no tnc tllilt a l1!~W nt'ovlalon, ~,('ctt(m
c21+{,l. added to tho ('ode 111 t.he 1940 r'ovLs Lon , tr!',f-'r nItu,
covers seizures KUn forfe1 turns 01' oro")crt:y a:W ",i t h• • 11re8)Cct to dUC~ actionn spna~9 ot \Inproceedlnr by libel.
I~ t~19 c~nnectton it ~ay be noted thnt it was pro~osed to
Lw,or"':)l"l to <)rov13 tons tn t'1~ Jadlclal COQe r-o La t tr1;' ~" t:10
·ip.x CO:lrt !':)r tho :·H;.rnO~~8.,1' lfll:<ln~ it a. C rur t of re:cord
an~ ~ubjec~ln~ It ~3 ju(lclnl b~~y to ~~o ~rovtsl~~3 of
t~'" : o-:e r~~thf:r t.ha a lC::Jvln'" It !lS nn :!cL:tlnlstrar.lve fl"C':lCY
811cj{"Ct to t:~e Ar,"ll!ll.strotive Procedure t.ct. :i? ~on::- •. co.
Li-:.:50-JI)5~ (J:Ily 't , 1')47).
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1 and, accordln,uy. 1. not bound bY' the rules ot procedure which.
11

2 ~r.vall in the courts. In our vIew. therefore, ~eQtlon 24G2,
3 r"l,led uponff tne respondents, bas no applicability to theee

4 proceedinF's.
5 The Instant nroceedlnr,a must accordingly be foverned
6 by the z.:xohanp-G Act and by the Adnlnia tl'ative ?rocedure Ac t,
7 whtch to~.tber provlce the a~pllcable substantIve and procenural

8 rules. the Ad~inistratlve ~ocedure Act, -hlch was intended as

9 a pervasive code or procedure ror._ad~lnlstrative age~oles, con-

10 talns no provision ?rescrltlnp, a perIod of limItation ':or

11 ao::tlnls ira tlve proceedinf·s. 'iulle the l..xchanf'e Act does ;>1'0-

12 scrIbe »erlods of llnl ta tion with r-eapee t to certain civil ac tlon
13 brousht pursuant to the statute, it contains no provision 1i~ltln

14
15 11 !' ec1Qral Co-nunica t tons ('o-1.'!lisslon v. Pot.tsvl11cl "I'On~Cn8 t1nrt

co 5~) ~•.:....154 (1'!40); v. \~o-'''!1iGnlonf)r or' ~a,,~:r.:'ll.
16 •.."vcmue, 75 I'. 2d :;2b (C.A. 1, 1935).

2/ In v1ew of this coneLusLon ~.e noed not c~nsicer the o.rrrU'''lent
thr.,t t~\e r-eae d LaL aanc t Lons -)rovlc1ed for 1n tha xc aanr-e i,ct
are ",enal t.Lea" wI thin the '~!Canlnl of .:icctian 2462 am- t.lU t
a detcr'11nntlon t ha t r-oaocndcn ra have CO:'l~ltted tne nlle,-ed
vlo1<ltlons subjects the-n to cI'l-ninal penalties. .;!}wever 1'10

c ons Ldez- 1 t, appz-onr-Ia to to no te tna t tho cane t Lons ..nLc n we
"!lay i-:1;,)03euncez- t.ne ..xchanre i,ct o, e not; a ~)elul ty hut. O.1'e

r~:1enlal In c!1nractor, (jesl~·ned to or-ococ t investors ~;ld to
')!'event abunoa 1n the f'u tur-e , '-f.' rl ht v •. eC!urt ~tr'~ f.llln
,'xcL~an.:-e C,)"!-11ss1on, 112 r'e ~rl '-9 (t .,I.. 2, 11L.vJ \.ol:,re It;
was h'.!l(, i.ha t an exnu1sion order issued in a pr ocee oLnp
"nder z-ectLon 19(a)(3), whtch nuuhor-Lzea ;;ne (;o'1.~lss1on to
sas -end or exnel Et t:1e:nber fro:l :ne::lberahlp in 0. :itoek
exchanze , was' not a pun Latme n t. for nas t, viol·lt-ions. ;,or
cb('s t.ne 1"rloos1tion of a rA1Ar.la1 canc tLon of ltfjclf rC8.!lt
in crl:nlnnl ponal tios, "hleb can be Lnpoaed only after a
conviction In Judicial proceedings.
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1 tho t1!118wltbl!l whlch this COllClls8ionDluat 1nstitute oroceedlnra

2 for re::tedial action in the public interest for th.e purpo8e or

3 carrying out the duties entrusted to it by C~n~re8.. 1beabsence

4 of any prescribed p~riod or li~ltat1on 1n e1ther or these Acta

5 for tho institut10n or re~edlal adnlnlstratlve ~roceedlnps 1s

6 consistent "/it!l the stat;.!tory- ?3ttern of authorlz1n~ this

- 5 -

/.
I

I
;

Drvsl .L. T-uiJois
~ecretar1

,,

7 CO:"l:"lissionto ini tia te a:>;>ropr13to ad'!1lnlstra tlve Be tlon when

8 necessary to ~afe~~ard the uubllc Interest and ~ho lnterests or
9 investors, tho objectives ot the !'.xchanpe Act.

10 Accord1nr1y,. IT I~ lr.-:h~-:BYOhr!~f,£D tha t the anpf Lcationa

11 of Tho-tson !.:. .J.cK1nnonand Jack Karn t.:» amend the order ins tl tuutn ,

12 ~rocoedinl;8 ~,ur8uant to ,-leotions 15(b), 15.\ und 19(a)(3) or the

13 30curltles ~xchan~ Act of 1934 be, and they bereby are, cented.
14
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